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It is 1993. In the crystal cold hours before dawn, a campus sleeps as yet 

another winter night gradually unfolds into morning. Below the frozen 

soccer fi elds, however, under a thin layer of grass, 50 feet of dirt, and 

2 feet of concrete, the buzz of activity is lively and constant. Electric 

fi elds oscillate. Magnetic fi elds hold strong and steady. Electrons orbit 

at nearly the speed of light inside a roughly circular evacuated metal 

pipe while their counterparts, positrons, pass them by, traveling just as 

fast in the opposite direction. X-rays emitted by the accelerated sub-

atomic particles emanate at a tangent to the circle, traveling straight 

down pipes connected to the ring. Lights fl ash. Needles waver. Numbers 

blink on screens. The machine is on. That’s what the laboratory mem-

bers call it: “the machine.”

In this book—a study of a present- day hybrid physics and biol-

ogy synchrotron laboratory—I examine the relationship between 

technical knowledge claims and organizational modes of author-

ity and control. Through an analysis of three episodes—one 

involving contestations over instrumentation development, one 

involving laboratory operations, and one involving methods of 

experimentation—I explore how laboratory members engage 

in “epistemic politics” whereby technical knowledge claims are 

1 Birth of a Hybrid Laboratory
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implicated in modes of authority, access, and control. Further, 

I assert that the epistemic- political order at the lab changed in 

conjunction with the rise of protein crystallography in synchro-

tron science at the end of the twentieth century. Finally, I ques-

tion what this change means for the epistemic status of scientifi c 

facts used in, and emanating from, the laboratory.

Around the machine, all underground, are control rooms, cavernous 

halls, offi ces, hallways, and lounges. In this labyrinth, scientists, tech-

nicians, machinists, operators, and administrative personnel work to 

produce and account for the output of the machine. Among these various 

Schematic of the particle accelerator and tangential x-ray beamlines 
underneath Cornell’s soccer fi elds. The laboratory building is at the bot-
tom of the picture. (Cornell 2000)
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types of staff members working in, around, and on the machine, there is 

an important distinction: one group—the particle group—is interested 

in the smaller particles produced by electron- positron “interactions” as 

monitored by their detector. The other group—the x-ray lab—is inter-

ested in how x-rays that emanate from the machine interact with vari-

ous materials.

I want to bring out “what the lab is” as it unfolded for me and as 

it changed. I want to show how different conceptions of techni-

cal practice and technical practitioners at the lab were put to use 

at different times by various lab members in the course of their 

work. Considering how understandings of who can produce 

knowledge and how they can do so changed in the course of the 

technical life of the lab is a means of exploring the relationship 

between the contingency of scientifi c practice and the output of 

that practice.

As dawn breaks, the machine’s operator arranges for the positrons and 

electrons to collide, all the while monitoring vacuums, temperatures, 

beam intensities, and beam positions. With regard to the particle col-

lisions, records of the results from this night will be added to those of 

previous and future nights, months, and years in the hope of produc-

ing indications of the actions of a particular particle of subatomic mat-

ter, the B-meson. At the same time, the archived signals from various 

refl ective, refractive, and diffractive interactions between the emanat-

ing x-rays and various material, chemical, and biological samples are 

recorded in the hope of producing descriptions of the structural arrange-

ment of atoms within those samples.

The laboratory that is the focus of this book began at Cornell 

University in 1934, or in 1946, or in 1976, or even at some other 
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time or place, for that is part of the question: Just what is the lab-

oratory? Certainly the fi rst cyclotron built in the United States 

after the one in Ernest Lawrence’s laboratory at the University 

of California at Berkeley was built at Cornell University in 1934 

 (Heilbron and Seidel 1989).

A cyclotron works by accelerating electrons in an ever- widening 

spiral inside fl at, semicircular copper “electrodes” and then eject-

ing those electrons at the outer edge of one of the electrodes. By 

this means, a cyclotron can accelerate electrons to speeds within 

a few percentage points of the speed of light. Invented during the 

race to be the fi rst to “split” an atom’s nucleus, cyclotrons were 

important during the 1930s, when subatomic interactions were 

fi rst explored (Cathcart 2004). In the 1930s, cyclotrons were also 

used to induce radioactivity in elemental samples, which made 

them useful in medicine and in biological research. This con-

nection was important for the funding of early cyclotrons, and 

it enabled continued work in accelerator physics in the United 

States during the Great Depression, when money for physics was 

scarce. In the early years, in order to make suffi cient quantities of 

Schematic diagram of a cyclotron. (Bluh and Elder 1955)
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isotopes to meet the medical demand, scheduled crews of physi-

cists worked around the clock at Lawrence’s lab, producing pre-

specifi ed radioactive sources. While this work came to be seen 

as “downright drudgery,” and Lawrence himself became con-

cerned about the bureaucratic transformation engendered by 

the emphasis on biomedical isotope production, biological work 

remained a mainstay of Lawrence’s laboratory through the years 

leading up to World War II (ibid.: 306). Lawrence even appeared 

on radio shows with radioactive salt produced by his machine to 

demonstrate, by holding the salt on one side of his body and a 

Geiger counter on the other, the power of the radiation (Heilbron 

and Seidel 1989: 191). Nearly all the cyclotrons built subsequently 

Milton Stanley Livingston with the 1929 cyclotron in Berkeley (Heilbron 
and Seidel 1989)
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during this time in the United States were dedicated to biomedi-

cal work, which was still “paramount in acquiring fi nancial sup-

port for their construction” (ibid.: 301). By 1940, this meant 20 

out of 23 facilities. The Cornell machine initiated this fi rst wave 

of expansion, although it was one of the few machines built for 

physics rather than biology. In the years leading up to the war, 

important contributions to nuclear physics and improvements in 

the design of cyclotrons were seen to arise from work done with 

the Cornell machine (ibid.: 301).

After the dramatic success of physics and physicists in the war, 

particle physics became a national priority. At many universi-

ties, alumni of the Manhattan Project and of the Los Alamos Lab-

oratory were granted resources with which to start or to greatly 

expand programs in high- energy physics. These programs were 

built on the promise of a new and more powerful generation of cir-

cular accelerators: synchrotrons. Rather than accelerate electrons 

inside a copper plate and then eject them, a synchrotron acceler-

ates electrons in a vacuum inside a circular metal pipe. This makes 

it possible to accelerate the electrons to about 99 percent of the 

speed of light. The builders of the 1934 Cornell cyclotron, who 

had since been involved in the Manhattan Project and the Los 

Alamos Laboratory, approached Cornell University’s president, 

Edmund Ezra Day, and informed him that they all had offers to 

go elsewhere to conduct nuclear research. They made it clear that 

they preferred to stay, but that Cornell would have to provide 

“adequate opportunities” for “constructive work,” including the 

construction of a synchrotron. In response to this request, Cor-

nell’s board of trustees promptly allocated $1.2 million for “spe-

cifi c support of the nuclear studies project” (Schweber 1992: 177). 

“No decision of the Board of Trustees during my term of offi ce,” 

President Day told the physicists, “has been of greater importance 
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to this institution and to the prospects of scientifi c research in 

this country.” (ibid.: 178) With additional funds from the Offi ce 

of Naval Research, the building of an accelerator at Cornell was 

under way.

In a repeating pattern, the machine operator injects fi rst electrons and 

then positrons into the storage ring. After each injection, an “experi-

mental run” offi cially begins. Once the run begins, the operator will 

continue to make adjustments so that these particles will circu-

late effi ciently in the machine and will collide at just the right place. 

How much adjustment is appropriate—and even what such adjust-

ment actually is—is a topic of contestation at the lab. For now, over 

the lab- wide intercom, the machine operator announces to both the 

x-ray group and the particle group that the run has started. Each 

experimental run, during which the particle physics group and the 

x-ray lab conduct their experiments simultaneously, lasts an hour. 

At the end of the hour, the machine operator announces the end of 

the run, “dumps” the remaining particles from the ring, and begins a 

new run.

The Cornell particle physicists began their program of synchro-

tron building after World War II with a 300-MeV (mega- electron-

 volt) machine. An electron- volt is the amount of energy gained 

by a single electron when it is accelerated through an electrostatic 

potential of one volt. How many electron- volts a synchrotron is 

capable of producing is directly related to how fast the electrons 

can travel in that synchrotron. The members of the solid- state 

physics group at Cornell were aware that a new synchrotron was 

being built in their midst and that synchrotrons could produce 

very powerful x-rays. In 1946, when such “synchrotron x-rays” 

were fi rst noticed by a technician working on a synchrotron at 
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General Electric’s laboratory in Schenectady, a member of the 

Cornell solid- state group immediately visited the GE lab to wit-

ness the phenomenon (Hartman 1988: 4). Upon his return to Cor-

nell, members of the solid- state group began to formulate (with 

help from members of the particle physics group) plans for how 

they might use the synchrotron on their campus for research. One 

of the solid- state researchers described his fi rst cautious approach 

to the particle physics group about the use of x-rays from the syn-

chrotron as follows:

I went one day down [the hall] to see the x-ray physicist . . . about the 
possibility of using [x- rays] of a low voltage, high current x-ray tube. He 

Schematic of the Cornell 300-MeV synchrotron. The fi rst- ever synchro-
tron beamline was, on occasion, connected to this device. A swath of 
x-rays is shown as emanating from the device. (Patterson 2002)
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was not very encouraging but suggested instead that the synchrotron 
be used. . . . As a source for my research, the prospect was not the most 
appealing; the high energy people had their own program, it was a com-
plicated source, and to have two differently oriented laboratories in the 
same space seemed pretty unrealistic. But the prospect of doing some-
thing in my energy range, yet of real interest to the high energy people 
seemed exciting and useful. (Hartman 1988: 4)

With a colleague, this researcher then approached the head of 

the atomic physics group about getting some “machine time.” 

The director, it turned out, was “more than agreeable,” and they 

“made plans” (ibid.: 5). Thus, in 1946, the fi rst synchrotron radia-

tion beam time was arranged. The solid- state physicists described 

the fi rst time they were allowed to use this “machine” as “a satis-

fying night for us, if not for the high energy crew running the 

machine, to whom we were indebted” (ibid.: 7). So began a unique 

collaboration in the world of physics. Describing the initial rela-

tionship between the two groups, one of the solid- state physi-

cists involved said: “It was clear that the radiation was there, it 

was intense, and could be useful. But it was also clear that we were 

all going to be pirates and that the high energy [particle phys-

ics] people were not building their machine(s) with us in mind.” 

(ibid.: 7) For about 10 years, while the 300-MeV machine contin-

ued to contribute to particle physics research, the “pirates” con-

ducted important early characterizations of x-ray synchrotron 

radiation when they could access the machine. Over the next 

50 years, this relationship changed. The “pirates” permanently 

boarded the vessel. Moreover, these pirates had other pirates in 

their midst.

During laboratory running periods, another pattern of operation 

repeats. On four or fi ve days of every week the lab conducts experimen-

tal runs. Members of the lab’s staff and members of the experimental 
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groups “pull shifts” around the clock. On the other two days, the par-

ticle group conducts “machine studies”—experimental tests that are 

used to gather new information about the capabilities of the machine, 

the detector, and the x-ray lab. “Machine studies” time is also used to 

test new components of the machine, the detector, and the x-ray lab. 

The relationship between machine studies and experimental running 

is contested at different times in different ways at the lab. Nevertheless, 

between these two functions (experimental runs and machine studies) 

the laboratory is staffed, open, and operating 24 hours a day, 7 days a 

week, 52 weeks a year, although this pattern is broken when the labora-

tory interrupts the running periods, sometimes for months at a time, to 

upgrade the facility.

In the mid 1960s, Cornell’s particle physics group built a second 

and larger synchrotron. When it was commissioned, this syn-

chrotron boasted the highest electron energy in the world: 10 

GeV. For more than 10 years it supported a successful experimen-

tal program in particle physics, including the exploration of a 

newly discovered subatomic particle: the B-meson. This machine 

ran through 1975, when the particle physics group submitted a 

proposal to the National Science Foundation to “modify” its syn-

chrotron facility. This proposal called for the construction of 

an electron- positron colliding- beam storage ring, for which the 

existing synchrotron would serve as the injection device. In this 

storage ring, electrons and positrons would be accelerated around 

at the same time in the same pipe but in opposite directions. (A 

positron reacts as a positively charged electron to electric and 

magnetic fi elds.) The particles would weave in and out of one 

another in bunches, and would be made to collide, head on, at a 

particular point in the ring, thus greatly increasing the energy of 

collision. Before this proposal, all colliding- beam machines in the 
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United States operated at the same energy. This proposed storage 

ring would operate at a different and somewhat variable energy 

and thus would “substantially increase the fl exibility of the na-

tional program” (CESR 1977: 24). The phenomena to be studied 

included possible new hadronic and leptonic degrees of freedom, 

the spectroscopy of hadronic resonances, hadronic dynamics as 

revealed by multiple production, photon- photon collisions, the 

properties of quantum electrodynamics at very short distances, 

and the relation between weak and electromagnetic processes 

(ibid.: 9– 22).

The proposal was initially reviewed by the National Science 

Foundation’s High Energy Physics Advisory Panel’s sub- panel 

on New Facilities. Although the sub- panel commented favorably 

“with regard to the technical aspects and physics capabilities,” 

The tunnel in the 1970s before the storage ring was built. This photo hung 
in a hallway of the laboratory. The device in the tunnel is the 10-GeV 
synchrotron
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the facility was recommended for construction “only under con-

ditions of a high level of federal funding” (ibid.: 1). Such a high 

level of federal funding, however, did not emerge immediately. 

Despite that initial setback, the Cornell physicists, confi dent in 

their proposal and sure of their direction, proposed in December 

of 1975 that they use $450,000 of their already allocated operat-

ing budget to begin preliminary work on designs that could be 

incorporated into the new facility. This request was approved. 

A similar agreement was reached to use another $1.2 million 

from the operating budget in 1976 for colliding- beam research 

and development (ibid.: 2). In 1977, the original proposal was 

again submitted, requesting $20 million over three years for the 

design and commissioning of an electron- positron storage- ring 

facility.

As the storage- ring proposal was again being considered by the 

National Science Foundation, the solid- state researchers at Cor-

nell began building support in their fi eld for the proposed ring, 

but for different purposes. By that time, the importance of syn-

chrotron radiation science was internationally recognized. The 

U.S. Department of Energy was arranging for the construction of 

two synchrotron rings that would be dedicated radiation facili-

ties. In this general climate, and with the specifi c proposal for a 

ring on their campus, the solid- state group at Cornell arranged 

for a “Workshop on the Application of Synchrotron Radiation 

to X-ray Diffraction Problems in Materials Science” to be held 

in the summer of 1977 (Batterman 1977). This workshop raised 

the solid- state group’s institutional visibility and importance fur-

ther and provided a unifi ed argument explaining why sharing the 

storage- ring resource and collaboration with the particle group 

would lead to good science by advancing a variety of research 

fi elds. In diffraction physics, alloys and ceramics could be studied. 
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Surface studies and crystallography of very small crystals could be 

pursued. Studies of biophysical materials (e.g., muscle and mem-

brane) showed promise. The report of the meeting asserts that 

synchrotron radiation had “great value in the characterization of 

materials for industrial processes, particularly in the semiconduc-

tor and electronic device industries,” and that x-ray techniques 

to determine “nearest neighbor environments” of electrons in an 

atom were a valuable resource in “many areas of chemical, solid 

state, biological, and materials sciences.” The report also dis-

cussed the use of synchrotron x-rays for “macromolecular crys-

tallography,” the determination of the structures of viruses and 

proteins (ibid.: 5– 11).

In September of 1977, the organizers of the workshop submit-

ted to the National Science Foundation a request for $1.4 million 

over three years. The proposal was to incorporate x-ray beamlines 

into the new storage- ring facility that was being proposed by the 

particle group at Cornell (CHESS 1977). This proposal was submit-

ted separately from the particle group’s proposal, but it referred 

to ongoing communication between the groups to show that 

this request had the support of the particle group. The scientifi c 

argument in the proposal followed along the lines of the conclu-

sions of the workshop. In addition to this scientifi c argument, the 

proposal outlined the history of cooperation between the high-

 energy physics group and the x-ray physics group at Cornell. It 

also noted the timing, the cost effectiveness, and the scientifi c 

uniqueness of the proposed synchrotron radiation facility. Spe-

cifi cally, the proposal relied on the following lines of reasoning: 

Fist, the new facility could provide synchrotron x-ray radiation, 

which was currently available only at one facility in the United 

States—a facility that was far from the site of the proposed new 

lab (ibid.: 5). Second, even though a much larger ring dedicated 
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to synchrotron x-radiation was under construction not far away, 

the proposed lab would come on line more than a year ahead of 

the dedicated facility, thus providing interim “relief for the ever 

increasing demands of synchrotron radiation” (ibid.: 7). Third, 

since the x-ray lab would be parasitic to an already planned ring, 

the x-ray facility would be extremely cost effective ($460,000 per 

year) (ibid.: 7). Finally, because of the nature of the storage ring, 

the proposed radiation laboratory would have available certain 

high- energy x-rays at intensities that even the national facility 

would not be able to provide. This would allow the laboratory to 

“attack unexplored problems of a fundamental nature” (ibid.: 5).

Even though the original colliding- beam ring proposals by the 

particle physics group in 1975 and 1976 did not mention the possi-

bility of supporting a synchrotron radiation facility, in 1977 the 

particle physics group submitted an updated design report, not-

ing that “the utility of synchrotron radiation in the physical and 

biological sciences is well documented” (CESR DR 1977: 11.1) and 

Tunnel with storage ring and synchrotron, circa 1983. (Batterman 1986)
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that “while many (synchrotron x-ray) needs can be met by dedi-

cated facilities [the proposed storage ring] can make an important 

contribution as an alternative source in the hard X-ray, X-ray, and, 

to a lesser extent in the VUV region” (ibid.: 12.1) In the end, the 

balance of opportunity cost, scientifi c possibilities, location, and 

the history and spirit of cooperation between these two groups of 

physics researchers proved compelling. In 1978 the proposals for 

the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) and the associated syn-

chrotron x-ray facility, called the Cornell High Energy Synchro-

tron Source (CHESS), were both approved by the National Science 

Foundation. With government money and with infrastructure 

support from the university, a new kind of laboratory—a hybrid 

particle physics- synchrotron x-ray laboratory—was born.

Inside the tunnel, circa 1983. (Cornell 2000)
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As each experimental run proceeds, the particle group and the x-ray 

group are engaged in different kinds of actions, with different rhythms 

and different concerns. In the particle group’s “counting room,” above 

the machine, people (mostly graduate students) watch over a bank of 

computer monitors as raw data from the electron- positron collisions 

appear on screens. A scientifi c result is not immediately discernible, but 

one emerges after signals collected over several months are stored and 

analyzed. The counting room makes sure that the collection equipment 

is working properly, that there are suffi ciently strong signals, and that 

the data are being archived. A few minutes of fl uctuation or down time 

do not matter as long as the machine and the data- collection equipment 

are working generally. On the fl oor below, however, just outside the ring 

area, experimenters and equipment operators watch the intensity and 

the position of the particle beams closely, since small fl uctuations in the 

A section of the tunnel in 2001, showing the synchrotron as it bypassed 
the particle physics detector. (P. Doing)
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trajectory of the beams, and x-rays that emanate from them, have large 

effects on experiments that are lined up to detect “scattered” x-rays 

at extremely precise angles. Most experimenters at the x-ray lab have 

arranged “beam time” for one or two weeks and probably will not be 

able to return for a year or more. For many of them, these “run weeks” 

will determine the topic of a dissertation or a year’s publication output. 

Tensions can run high. The pressure can be felt on the fl oor. To these 

groups, delays of even minutes may matter.

Looking down onto part of the experimental fl oor. The particle group’s 
detector is inside the large assembly visible in the background. The C-2 
x-ray experimental station is visible to the left. (Batterman 1986)
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When the new laboratory was launched, the relationship between 

the x-ray group and the particle physics group with regard to 

the synchrotron was explicitly stipulated by the particle phys-

ics group in memos to the x-ray physicists and to the National 

Science Foundation. The particle physics group’s updated 1977 

technical report to the NSF asserts that, although “every attempt 

will be made to maintain a compatible and productive synchro-

tron radiation facility,” the particle physics group will not lose 

sight of its mission. “As the storage ring develops,” the report 

states, “high energy physics goals must be preserved” (CESR DR 

1977: 12-3). The relationship is further clarifi ed in a memo from 

Looking into the particle physics group’s detector known as CLEO. (Cor-
nell 2000)
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the director of the synchrotron lab to the leaders of the x-ray radi-

ation lab dated October 3, 1977. This memo was also attached to 

the technical report sent to the NSF. After conveying his “enthu-

siastic support” for the x-ray facility and noting that “the effective 

use of the unique synchrotron radiation of the storage ring for 

research purposes is an exciting objective,” the particle group’s 

director states “we should assist you in establishing this program 

in every way that is consistent with our available resources and 

with the priority of our program in high energy particle physics” 

and adds these comments:

It is recognized that the primary mission of the CESR laboratory is the 
high- energy particle physics program. The activities of the CHESS labora-
tory and the services which the Laboratory of Nuclear Studies will supply 
must be consistent with this priority. As a consequence, it is expected that 
CHESS will operate predominantly in a strictly parasitic mode. However, 
we realize that under special circumstances, it may be extraordinarily use-
ful for CHESS to be able to control the characteristics of the beam and the 
mode of operation of the storage ring. As a consequence, we agree to make 
provision for a certain amount of time when the storage ring will oper-
ate in the mode specifi ed by the CHESS Laboratory directorate. (CESR DR 
1977, appendix A)

For 3 percent of the time, the x-ray facility would control the ring. 

For the other 97 percent of the time, x-ray operation would be 

“strictly parasitic.” From pirates to parasites, the solid- state physi-

cists had come a long way. Even if constrained, they now had offi -

cial status and access to a unique and powerful x-ray source. With 

this pact in hand, both groups got down to the business of vig-

orously pursuing the new scientifi c opportunities that lay before 

them.

For several decades, the laboratory thrived. In a scientifi c 

landscape in which the colossal Superconducting Supercollider 

had been approved and was under construction and dozens of 
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dedicated x-ray synchrotron laboratories were coming on line 

around the world, the particle group at the Cornell laboratory 

contributed importantly to B-meson physics, and the solid- state 

group a wide variety of research in materials science and biology. 

The laboratory’s staff grew to several hundred, housed in offi ces 

located above the synchrotron and the storage- ring tunnel, the 

x-ray experimental fl oor, and the adjacent machine shop and fab-

rication space.

Beginning in the 1990s, however, an important change occurred 

at the lab and in the fi eld. Protein crystallography, once only a 

small part of the x-ray research (which was itself secondary to the 

particle physics work at the lab), gained more and more prom-

inence at the lab and in science at large. As anticipation grew 

that the Human Genome Project would result in full control over 

disease and health, and as developments in the combination of 

molecular biology and information technology advanced, fund-

ing in science fl owed toward research with biological applica-

tions. Meanwhile, public interest in particle physics waned, and 

funding for such research was scaled back. The Superconduct-

ing Supercollider project was halted in the midst of construction 

(Kevles 1995, 1997). As scientifi c prestige in the form of publica-

tions, funding, and professorships accrued to research in biology 

in general and in the structure of viruses and proteins in par-

ticular, including the awarding of the Nobel Prize in chemistry in 

2003 for protein crystallography work done in part at the Cornell 

lab, practice at the laboratory changed. Who could properly pro-

duce technical and scientifi c knowledge, and how, was different 

at the end of my study than it had been at the beginning. In this 

book, I explore these changes at the lab and wrestle with their 

implications.
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The wind gusted through the glass door as I entered the laboratory 

building from the parking lot across from the soccer fi elds. The lobby 

area was nondescript—just a small coffee table and a chair of metal 

and fabric beside an elevator—except for one item. Leaning forward 

from the side wall of the high- ceilinged foyer was a life- size praying 

“maiden” carved from wood and taken off of the prow of a sailing 

ship. With her hands folded in front of her, she watched over those who 

passed in and out of the lab, silently guiding their passage and the jour-

ney of the machine. As I was envisioning her earlier life at the front of 

her previous vessel, pressing through the waves of past travels, the ele-

vator’s bell chimed and its doors slid open in front of me. I stepped for-

ward and turned around as the doors glided shut. My stomach lurched 

as the elevator car bumped into motion.





In its most basic formulation, the central question that drove my 

exploration of the lab—a question that has divided studies of 

science since Thomas Kuhn’s book The Structure of Scientifi c Revo-

lutions—is whether the product of scientifi c practice, the very 

content of science, is contingent on that practice. In other words, 

does the natural world exist outside of efforts to describe it? (A 

good explanation of this division can be found in Pinch 1997.) The 

answer to this question, of course, has enormous implications for 

the world we live in, for governance, for ethics, and for humanis-

tic inquiry in general. Beginning in the late 1970s, researchers of 

a philosophical bent sought to settle this question by leaving the 

philosopher’s armchair and entering working laboratories with 

the express mission of exploring how the dynamic and changing 

world of contingent real- time scientifi c practice might be impli-

cated in the status of the products of the scientifi c enterprise. 

News of their successes spread rapidly. In northern California, 

close scrutiny of laboratory- bench conversations and “shop 

talk” showed how what was “seen” as the output of instrumen-

tation was guided by intricately choreographed vernacular in the 

course of experimentation (Knorr Cetina 1981; Lynch 1985). In 

San Diego, the laboratory of the eminent Jonas Salk was engaged, 
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and scientists were seen to be producing deconstruct able “inscrip-

tions” rather than ordinary facts. (Latour and Woolgar 1979). In 

Britain and deep under America’s Great Plains, scientists looking 

for gravity waves and solar neutrinos were seen to be relying on 

their “enculturation” in the sociality of scientifi c practice to gen-

erate knowledge of the natural world (Collins 1985; Pinch 1986). 

All these new studies were lauded for their attention to the details 

of laboratory life, and their daring assertions took hold both in 

the arena of scholarly inquiry and in that of policy making. Over 

the past several decades, this work has infl uenced the fi elds of 

anthropology, philosophy, sociology, and literary studies, has 

been taken up by policy analysts, and has been referred to in regu-

latory and legal decision making, all the while contributing to the 

growth and infl uence of the fi eld of Science and Technology Stud-

ies. Asserting that science is fundamentally contingent on prac-

tice, these “lab studies” formed a corpus of intellectual work that 

has had provocative and profound implications for the project of 

intellectual inquiry and for the essence of political citizenship. To 

explain the project of this book and my motivation for writing it, 

a question must be asked of these pioneering studies: Just how did 

they accomplish what they claimed, and were purported, to have 

accomplished? How did they, as Karin Knorr Cetina put it (1995: 

141), disclose “the process of knowledge production as ‘construc-

tive’ rather than descriptive” and show the “ ‘made’ and accom-

plished character of technical effects”?

The Shop Floor of Facts

In Art and Artifact in Laboratory Science: A Study of Shop Work and 

Shop Talk in a Research Laboratory, Michael Lynch explains that the 

“science that exists in practice is not at all like the science we read 

about in textbooks” in that “successful experimentation would be 
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impossible without . . . decisions to proceed in ways not defi ned 

a priori by canons of proper experimental procedure,” and that 

“a principled demarcation between science and common sense 

no longer seems tenable” (1985: xiv). Lynch points to how fl uid 

judgments of sameness and difference, conversational accounts, 

vernacular in the laboratory, practical limitations, and negotia-

tions—the processes of scientifi c practice—play into the accep-

tance and rejection of reality on the laboratory fl oor. Lynch’s 

descriptions of laboratory life are quite compelling. In real time, 

researchers struggle to negotiate what is “understood” in the 

moment so that a subsequent action is justifi ed. The descriptions 

of the myriad of micro- social assertions and resistances put to 

work in the lab is rich, and that such negotiations are part and 

parcel of moment- to-moment practice rings true to anyone who 

has participated in scientifi c practice—it can be a mess of piece-

meal and ad hoc steps and justifi cations. But how does Lynch link 

the contingent world of the laboratory to the status of any par-

ticular enduring fact that the laboratory is seen to have produced? 

In view of Lynch’s introductory statements, one would expect an 

enduring fact to be subjected to his analysis and his method in his 

book. However, this project is not taken up directly. Indeed, at the 

end of the book Lynch writes that “whether agreements in shop 

talk achieve an extended rele vance by being pre- supposed in the 

further talk and conduct of members or whether they are treated 

as episodic concessions to the particular scene which later have 

no such relevance, cannot be defi nitively addressed in this study” 

(ibid.: 256). He then asserts that “the possibility that a study of 

science might attain to an essentializing grasp of the inquiry 

studied is no more than a conjecture in the present study” (ibid.: 

293). Lynch’s study, then, is not a direct challenge to the “princi-

pled demarcation” of science; it merely implies that a challenge 

could be brought. In Art and Artifact, we are invited to consider 
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the possibility that the detailed and compelling dynamics of day-

 to-day laboratory work presented might have implications for 

demarcating the products of science from the contingency of lab-

oratory life, but by Lynch’s own explicit acknowledgement we are 

not presented with an account of how this is so for a particular 

fact claim—that is, how any particular episodic agreement, as a 

matter of practice, became a fact with “extended relevance.”

Where Lynch left off, though, others pressed on, explicitly 

pushing their analyses to wrestle with the status of particular fact 

claims.

Indexical Manufacturing

In The Manufacture of Knowledge: An Essay on the Constructivist and 

Contextual Nature of Science, Karin Knorr Cetina takes up the chal-

lenge to ethnographically demonstrate the local construction of 

an epistemically demarcated fact. Explaining her project, Knorr 

Cetina writes:

In recent years, the notion of situation and the idea of context dependency 
has gained its greatest prominence in some microsociological approaches, 
where it stands for what ethnomethodologists have called the “indexical-
ity” of social action. . . . Within ethnomethodology, indexicality refers to 
the location of utterances in a context of time, space, and eventually, of 
tacit rules. In contrast to a correspondence theory of meaning, meanings 
are held to be “situationally determined,” dependent only on the con-
crete context in which they appear in the sense that “they unfold only 
within an unending sequence of practical actions” through the partici-
pants’ interactional activities. (1981: 33)

The shop fl oor of the lab, again, is the place to fi nd this situa-

tional world of practical action, and indeed Knorr Cetina fi nds 

it. Like Lynch, she provides compelling ingredients for a socio-

political analysis of the technical. She astutely observes the subtle 
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way in which power is “played out” between scientists for access 

and control of resources and authorship and credit (ibid.: 44– 47), 

and she argues convincingly that a series of “translations” from 

one context to another is the mill from which new “ideas” are 

generated and pursued in the course of laboratory research (ibid.: 

52– 62). She further asserts that larger “trans- scientifi c” fi elds are 

ever present in the day- to-day activities and decisions of labora-

tory researchers (ibid.: 81– 91). Moreover, she goes further than 

Lynch in pursuit of a political account of a technical fact as she 

follows a particular technical fact through to its culmination in 

a scientifi c publication. Knorr Cetina points out that the active, 

situated work on the part of researchers as they negotiate the con-

tingent, messy life- world of the laboratory cannot be found in the 

fi nal offi cial published description of the episode, which reads 

like a high school textbook’s account of the scientifi c method, 

with its orderly sequence of hypothesis, experiment, and results. 

The question, again, is: How, precisely, does the fact that this 

work took place and was subsequently erased relate to the status 

of the particular technical fact claimed by the scientists in their 

publication on that subject? Precisely how is the technical claim 

presented by practitioners that “laboratory experiments showed 

that FeCl3 compared favorably with HCl/heat treatment at pH 

2– 4 with respect to the amount of coagulable protein recovered 

from the protein water” (ibid.: 122) implicated as “situationally 

determined”?

Despite its ambitions, Knorr Cetina’s study is like Lynch’s in 

that it does not actually confront the picture of science as a demar-

catable realm of knowledge head on, but instead sidesteps the dis-

tinction between contexts of discovery and proof. All scientifi c 

papers erase contingency, but not all of them “produce” facts. It 

isn’t the erasing in and of itself that coerces, or doesn’t coerce, the 
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acceptance of a fact claim. Knorr Cetina does not address why this 

erasing worked in this situation while other erasings do or have 

not, and that is the crux of the matter for a study that seeks to 

assert that knowledge production is “constructive” rather than 

“descriptive.”

Where Knorr Cetina leaves off, however, Bruno Latour and 

Steve Woolgar press on in spectacular fashion.

Contingent Inscriptions

In their 1979 study of Jonas Salk’s laboratory at the University of 

California at San Diego, Laboratory Life: The Social Construction 

of Scientifi c Facts (later re- titled Laboratory Life: The Construction 

of Scientifi c Facts), Latour and Woolgar explicitly set out to show 

how the hardest facts—scientifi c facts—could be deconstructed. 

They assert that “a close inspection of laboratory life provides a 

useful means of tackling problems usually taken up by epistemol-

ogists” (1979: 183). To make their point demonstrably, Latour and 

Woolgar focus not on a small fact but rather on one that resulted 

in Nobel Prizes and historical prestige for a legendary laboratory: 

the discovery at the Salk Institute that thyrotropin- releasing fac-

tor (or hormone), TRF (or TRH) is, in fact, the molecular com-

pound (in shorthand) Pyro- Glu- His- Pro- NH2. This discovery was 

important because it provided a causal explanation for the effects 

and actions of the hormone. In considering Latour and Wool-

gar’s account of this fact claim, we must ask: Exactly where are 

the points at which their account of the “discovery” of TRF(H) as 

Pyro- Glu- His- Pro- NH2 implicates contingent local practice in this 

enduring, accepted fact? Two critical points in the “TRF(H) as Pyro-

 Glu- His- Pro- NH2” story bear close scrutiny in this regard. The fi rst 

is the point at which the acceptable criteria for what counted as a 
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statement of fact regarding TRF(H) changed among the practitio-

ners. Whereas isolating the compound in question had been seen 

as impracticable, and therefore as irrelevant for making statements 

of fact about TRF(H) (owing to the fact that literally millions of 

hypothalami would have to be processed, and that would mean 

the killing of too many laboratory test animals and would take too 

much time and resources), there later came a point at which the 

fi eld decided that such a “big science” project was the only way 

to obtain acceptable evidence of the actual structure of TRF(H). 

Old claims about TRF(H) were now “unacceptable because some-

body else entered the fi eld, redefi ned the subspecialty in terms of 

a new set of rules, had decided to obtain the structure at all costs, 

and had been prepared to devote the energy of ‘a steam roller’ to 

its solution” (ibid.: 120). The success of this intervention, accord-

ing to Latour and Woolgar, “completely reshaped the professional 

practice of the subfi eld” (ibid.: 119). This, then, is an episode ripe 

for anti- demarcationist explanation. The criteria for judging facts 

changed as a result of local, contingent, and historical actions! A 

particular person entered the fi eld and changed the rules of the 

fact- fi nding process. Now the move would be to explore why 

and how this happened and was sustained—why it worked and 

endured. According to Latour and Woolgar, the reason this pur-

suit succeeded as valid, proper science, and as the new touchstone 

of fact claims about TRF(H), rather than being seen as golem- like 

excess and unnecessary waste, is as follows:

The decision to drastically change the rules of the subfi eld appears to have 
involved the kind of asceticism associated with strategies of not spending 
a penny before earning a million. There was this kind of asceticism in the 
decision to resist simplifying the research question, to accumulate a new 
technology, to start bioassays from scratch, and fi rmly to reject any pre-
vious claims. In the main, the constraints on what was acceptable were 
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determined by the imperatives of the research goals, that is, to obtain the 
structure at any cost. Previously, it had been possible to embark on physi-
ological research with a semi- purifi ed fraction because the research objec-
tive was to obtain the physiological effect. When attempting to determine 
the structure, however, researchers needed absolutely to rely on their 
bioassays. The new constraints on work were thus defi ned by the new 
research goal and by the means through which structures could be deter-
mined. (1979: 124)

That a value of “asceticism” would pervade scientifi c practice 

and would provide the basis for acceptance of a new way of mak-

ing facts is the assertion. But why would asceticism be the driv-

ing force that coerces fact demarcation in this situation but not 

in others? Here we are left at the same point as with Knorr Cetina 

and Lynch.

At another point in Latour and Woolgar’s account, however, 

local practice is specifi cally, and more compellingly, implicated in 

the subsequently “produced” fact. At the end of the account of the 

emergence of TRF(H), Latour and Woolgar describe another cru-

cial turn in the making of the fact as a fact: contestations over deci-

sions about the sameness or difference of various curves obtained 

with a chromatograph. Since the nature of TRF(H) rested on judg-

ments of sameness and difference for the curves made with this 

device, and such judgments were (and could always be in prin-

ciple, according to the authors) challenged, Latour and Woolgar 

assert that the status of the structure of TRF(H) was in epistemo-

logical limbo. How was this episode closed off so that its product 

could endure as a scientifi c fact? At this point, Latour and Wool-

gar describe how a device from physics—the mass spectrometer—

settled the issue. They tell us that the scientists “considered that 

only mass spectrometry could provide a fully satisfying answer 

to the problem of evaluating the differences between natural and 
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synthetic (a compound made to be like) TRF(H),” and that “once 

a spectrometer had been provided, no one would argue anymore” 

(1979: 124). Here, it would seem, is the critical juncture for the 

usual picture of science as demarcatable from contingent prac-

tice to be challenged. If the mass spectrometer settled the matter, 

what is contingent about the mass spectrometer? At this point, 

after we have followed the journey of TRF(H) all this way, Latour 

and Woolgar inform us that “it is not our purpose here to study 

the social history of mass spectrometry.” Well, if mass spectrom-

etry did in fact decide the matter such that the compound now 

exists as a matter of fact rather than a contestable assertion, it 

should have been Latour and Woolgar’s main purpose to analyze 

mass spectrometry as a “social historical” phenomenon. Latour 

and Woolgar then state that the nature of TRF(H) will “remain 

unambiguous as long as the analytical chemistry and the phys-

ics of mass spectrometry remain unaltered” (ibid.: 148). There 

is no clear route from the contingent world of the shop fl oor to 

the enduring fact of TRF(H) Pyro- Glu- His- Pro- NH2 other than via 

the inference that, in principle, a thoroughgoing deconstruction 

along those lines could be undertaken. Again, that deconstruc-

tion has not been done for us.

The issue is the relation between contingent, local practice 

and the status of enduring trans- local, trans- temporal techni-

cal facts. In a world of contingent practice, what establishes that 

a particular fact endures as a fact? In the early laboratory stud-

ies, the only time the endurance of a particular fact is specifi -

cally addressed is when Latour and Woolgar fi rst meekly gesture 

to asceticism to explain how the accepted criteria for a fact claim 

changed, and then settle on the atomic mass spectrometer to 

account for how the TRF(H) controversy was eventually decided 

and made to endure.
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Enculturated Assertions

In his 1985 book Changing Order: Replication and Induction in Scien-

tifi c Practice, Harry Collins asserts that there is a fundamental 

regress in experimental replication. If a new phenomenon is pur-

ported to be discoverable by experiment, and an experiment is 

constructed to do so yet does not, there is no way, in principle, 

to determine whether the fault lies with the experiment or with 

the assertion of the undiscovered phenomenon, because the phe-

nomenon may, after all, not be discoverable! Conversely, if the 

experiment “registers” the phenomenon, it could be an effect of 

the instrumentation. Animated by this principle, Collins looks 

to a specifi c scientifi c controversy involving early experiments on 

gravity waves in order to explain how this dilemma is dealt with 

in the actual practice of doing science. One of the scientists in 

Collins’s study had been making a claim for the detection of grav-

ity waves that went against the prevailing theory of gravity waves 

and also against the results from other experiments designed to 

detect the waves. The scientists claimed that his experiment had 

detected a much higher fl ux of gravity waves than theory had pre-

dicted, and so the theory must be wrong, and other detectors that 

backed up the theory must have been improperly made. When 

an “electrostatic calibrator” was brought in to simulate gravity-

 wave input for the scientist’s detector in an effort to overcome 

the objections of experimenters who supported the prevailing 

theory, it was found that his detector was 20 times less sensitive 

than the other detectors. After this, the claims for high- fl ux grav-

ity waves were dismissed. Collins points out that according to 

the experimenter’s regress, the investigator could have claimed 

that the electrostatic calibrator did not simulate high- fl ux grav-

ity waves (which could not be simulated, as they had not been 
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discovered) and that the fact that high fl uxes were detected with 

only his particular kind of detector, even though it was less sensi-

tive to the calibrator, gave important information about the nature 

of gravity waves. Well, this is just what the investigator did, only 

it didn’t wash. The investigator’s claims in this regard were seen 

as “pathological and uninteresting” by the other scientists. “The 

act of electrostatic calibration,” Collins explains, “ensured that 

it was henceforth implausible to treat gravitational forces in an 

exotic way. They were to be understood as belonging to the class 

of phenomena which behaved in broadly the same way as the 

well- understood electrostatic forces. After calibration, freedom of 

interpretation was limited to pulse profi le rather than the quality 

or nature of the signals.” (1985: 105)

Collins assures us that the dismissal of the high- fl ux claims 

was not determined by nature. It was the investigator who had the 

agency, who “accepted constraints on his freedom” by “bowing 

to the pressure” to calibrate electrostatically, and thus “setting” 

certain assumptions beyond question. Collins asserts that the 

investigator would have been done better to refuse this constrain-

ing electrostatic calibration. But what of this pressure on the 

investigator to calibrate? What gave it such force that the inves-

tigator capitulated? Where did it come from? Who controlled it? 

Why did it work? When reading Collins’s account of gravity- wave 

experimenters, we fi nd ourselves in a similar situation as with 

Latour and Woolgar: at the crucial juncture where controversy 

ends and a fact is born via a differentiating technology, we are left 

to wonder just how contingent practice coerced the endurance of 

the particular fact claim. Again, the account reads like a conven-

tional treatment of science—calibration settled the dispute. We 

are simply told by Collins that in principle the episode could have 

gone otherwise and been accepted as scientifi c.
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It is important to note here that long- running arguments 

between Latour and Collins about how they each approach 

explaining fact- making as constructive rather than descriptive 

are off the mark with respect to the project of this book. The 

important point to understand is that both Collins and Latour 

and Woolgar go against the admonition asserted by Lynch that a 

constructivist argument must not to be preoccupied with “defi n-

ing, selecting among, and establishing orders of relevance for the 

antecedent variables that impinge upon ‘actors’ in a given set-

ting” (Lynch 1985: xv). In other words, that practice itself must 

support the enduring legacy of its products. Whether it is the 

social construction that is claimed to be demonstrated in Col-

lins’s or in Latour and Woolgar’s (1986) non- modern “construc-

tion” of the “actor- network” theory (in which the social and 

the natural are treated symmetrically, but both as constructive)  

doesn’t matter. Both studies break with the plane of practice in 

which method is used tautologically, bring in an element or ele-

ments from the outside to account for the endurance of the facts 

under question, then argue over which is the better way to do so 

(Collins and Yearly 1992). These subsequent arguments have to 

this day not furthered the project of implicating local practice in 

the ontological status of any particular scientifi c fact.

In his 1986 book Confronting Nature: The Sociology of Solar Neu-

trino Detection, Trevor Pinch describes in situ the fi rst experimen-

tal attempts to detect solar neutrinos, and goes a step beyond 

Collins in explaining how practice could secure an enduring leg-

acy for a constructive fact. Pinch describes a controversy over the 

amount of solar neutrinos that are seen to be detected by large 

vats of chemical detectors located deep underground in aban-

doned mines. As it was with Collins, the linchpin of closure is cal-

ibration. But Pinch goes further than Collins, asserting that the 
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linchpin of calibration is credibility. He then endeavors to explore 

this “credibility” by examining just how his experimenter was 

able to negotiate the relationships necessary to ward off critics 

of his detector. Pinch explains how the experimenter in question 

(Davis) would give the details of his experiment, which detected 

higher amounts of solar neutrinos than generally expected, to 

a group of nuclear astrophysicists—members of the theoretical 

group by which the accuracy of any assertion about solar neu-

trinos would be judged. This enabled the astrophysicists to “put 

their criticisms directly to [Davis]” rather than through the 

medium of publication. Pinch notes that by the time a criticism 

did appear in print “the battle had largely been won by Davis” 

(1986: 173). Pinch also points out that Davis was willing to go 

through the “ritual” of testing all sorts of “implausible” hypoth-

eses brought forth from the astrophysicists. By taking on all com-

ers, Davis performed “an important ritual function in satisfying 

the nuclear astrophysicists, and thereby boosting the credibility 

of his experiment” (ibid.: 174). And Davis, through his informal 

relationship with the astrophysicists, stayed within the boundar-

ies of his “acknowledged expertise,” to credible effect. As Davis 

himself put it, “this all started out as a kinda joint thing . . . and 

if you start that way you tend to leave these little boundaries in 

between. So I stayed away from forcing any strong opinions about 

solar models and they’ve never made much comment about the 

experiment” (ibid.: 173).

In Pinch’s account, the nuclear astrophysics group was the 

touchstone for what counted as a proper experiment, and Pinch 

investigated the practical matter of the negotiation of relations of 

authority, such as work with the “little boundaries,” which refl ex-

ively reinforced the “credibility” used to close off the contingency 

of a technical fact. In this respect, Pinch pushed beyond Latour 
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and Woolgar and Collins to relate contestation over a specifi c fact 

claim to the authority of a plausible criteria- setting entity. But 

then why did these “little boundaries” work this time when they 

might not work at other times? How did this group achieve the 

lasting authority to set the criteria of discovery?

Synergistic Currents

In Constructing Quarks: A Sociological History of Particle Physics, 

Andrew Pickering also takes on the relationship between groups 

of theorists and experimentalists as grist for the mill for a con-

structive view of scientifi c facts. His stated goal is to “interpret the 

historical development of particle physics, including the patterns 

of scientifi c judgments entailed in it, in terms of the dynamics 

of research practice” (1984: 8). For Pickering, science is a practice 

in which there is “a symbiosis between natural phenomena and 

the techniques entailed in their production, wherein each con-

fers legitimacy on the other,” and “such a symbiosis is a far cry 

from the antagonistic idea of experiment as an independent and 

absolute arbiter of theory” (ibid.: 14). Pickering explicates this 

dynamic with regard to one particular fact claim: the “discovery” 

of weak neutral currents. With specifi c regard to these neutral cur-

rents, Pickering writes:

How should the relationship between the discovery of the weak neutral 
current and the development of unifi ed electroweak gauge theory be con-
ceptualized? In the archetypical “scientist’s account,” the former would 
be seen as an unproblematic observation and an independent verifi cation 
of the latter. But can this view withstand historical scrutiny? I want to sug-
gest that it cannot. . . . Two connected arguments will be involved. First, I 
will argue that the observation reports which emanated from CERN in the 
1960s and 1970s were all grounded in interpretive procedures which were 
pragmatic and, in principle, questionable. . . . I will then show that there 
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were signifi cant differences between neutrino experimenter’s interpreta-
tive procedures in the 1960s and those of the Gargamelle collaboration (in 
the 1970s), and that the differences were central to the existence or non-
 existence of the neutral current. Finally, I will argue that the communal 
decision to accept one set of interpretative procedures in the 1960s and 
another in the 1970s can best be understood in terms of the symbiosis of 
theoretical and experimental practice. (ibid.: 187– 188, emphasis added)

Pickering notes that in bubble- chamber experiments in the 

1960s it was accepted practice to “fi lter” the data collected with 

an “energy cut” that excluded signals beyond a certain upper 

limit of energy (in this case, 1 GeV) and that left a relatively small 

number of signals unaccounted for and ascribed to background 

noise. Pickering points to this “cut” as a pragmatic move. He 

notes that, when a researcher’s calculations of the background 

signals did not account for all of the “background” signals mea-

sured, it was accepted that the calculations were wrong, and not 

that a new phenomenon had been observed. Pickering then 

notes that in the 1970s the Gargamelle bubble chamber, which 

was much bigger than the bubble chambers of the 1960s and 

which had an “improved” neutrino beam, had a relatively large 

number of “background” signals left over after the usual 1-GeV 

cut. Now, on the basis of a background analysis like the one done 

by the researcher in the 1960s, it was asserted that the “extra” 

background was indeed due to the weak neutral current. Picker-

ing points out that all the objections that were raised in the 1960s 

against the calculation of the proper background could indeed 

have been raised again in the 1970s, but after several months “the 

discovery (of the weak neutral current) came to be regarded as 

established” (ibid.: 192). He concludes that “the 1960s order, in 

which a particular set of interpretive procedures pointed to the 

non- existence of the neutral current, was displaced in the 1970s 

by a new order, in which a new set of interpretive procedures 
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made the neutral current manifest.” “Each set of procedures,” he 

continues, “was in principle questionable, and yet the HEP com-

munity chose to accept fi rst one and then the other.” (ibid: 193) 

Pickering has a reason for why this happened: the symbiosis of 

experiment and theory. He casts the decision to accept different 

interpretive procedures as opportunistic:

The neutrino experimenters did reappraise their interpretive procedure in 
the early 1970s, [but] the new procedures remained pragmatic and were, 
in principle, as open to question as the earlier ones. But, like the earlier 
ones, the new procedures were sustained in the 1970s within a symbio-
sis of theory and experiment. In adopting the new procedures, the neu-
trino experimenters effectively got something for nothing. They had only 
to take seriously the kind of neutron background calculations performed 
(but not taken seriously) in the 1960s in order to bring into being a whole 
new phenomenon: the neutral current. . . . Murray Gell- Mann noted that 
“the proposed electroweak models are a bonanza for experimentalists,” 
and so I proved. (ibid.: 194)

Programs of neutrino experimentation grew at major laborato-

ries. The discovery of the weak neutral current was a “bonanza” for 

theorists too. “By accepting the discovery reports and, implicitly, 

the neutrino experimenters’ new interpretive procedures,” Pick-

ering writes, “gauge theorists armed themselves with justifi cation 

for their contemporary practice and with subject matter for future 

work.” (ibid.: 195) The neutral current was “both the medium and 

the product of this symbiosis, and acceptance of novel interpre-

tive procedures was the price of its existence” (ibid.: 195).

Like Pinch, Pickering went further than asserting that inter-

pretations could have been otherwise and asserted why they 

were accepted as so. We must ask, though, whether Pickering’s 

justifi cation for writing off the scientists’ later understanding—

that actually there were neutral currents in the 1960s, but they 

weren’t recognized as such—is compelling. Pickering asserts that 
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the experimental and theoretical fi elds are mutual touchstones 

for interpretations that endure, and each of these fi elds would 

have interests that, if served, would continually hold up a par-

ticular interpretation. We are still left, however, with only Picker-

ing’s assertion that decisions that were made could, in principle, 

be otherwise and still be science.

This is the question, then: How can the practice of judging 

scientifi c facts change and endure in such a way as to continually 

secure the status of fact claims that emanate from that practice? 

Of the pioneers, Pinch and Pickering come the closest to giving 

a compelling answer. But even they only allude to the power of 

particular groups in determining the ongoing criteria for judg-

ing facts; they do not explore just how those groups came to hold 

such power, or how they manage to enforce their authority over 

time such that is not subsequently challengeable as science. The 

project of accounting for the enduring legacies of practice was, 

in fact, abandoned shortly after it was begun in laboratory stud-

ies, despite the claims of the authors themselves and the subse-

quent claims of the fi eld at large to have shown scientifi c facts to 

be constructive rather than descriptive. The project of this book 

is to give a more compelling means of answering the question of 

how change in scientifi c practice can endure, and to explore the 

implication of that change for the status of scientifi c facts.

Embedded Observation

In pursuing this project, I followed a path that continually 

brought me back and forth between the working world of the 

laboratory and a world of philosophical refl ection on that work. 

I started work at the laboratory under study in 1991 as an x-ray 

laboratory operator. In 1993 I was promoted to assistant manager 
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of operations for the x-ray laboratory. I continued to work at the 

lab in that capacity until 1999. During that time, I also began pur-

suing a doctorate in Cornell’s newly formed Science and Tech-

nology Studies department. Over the course of my 8 years at the 

laboratory, I participated in a myriad of conversations, experi-

ments, accidents, successes, failures, meetings, and presenta-

tions. I heard different and changing opinions of the nature of 

the laboratory and laboratory practice from lab members who, 

like me, were continually trying to understand what was going 

on for their own sake as laboratory members. As one scientist 

explained it to me, “it’s like trying to understand an ant colony, 

and you are one of the ants” (Field Notes, Book 4, 3/28/93). Dur-

ing that time, I completed my coursework and the examinations 

for my doctorate.

About a year after I began working at the lab, I began keeping 

fi eld notes. It was convenient for me that everyone at the lab car-

ried notebooks in which they would keep technical notes for 

themselves about different projects. It was easy to record notes 

from conversations with people who I thought were interesting 

for my longer- term study of practice and change at the lab. Other 

people also took notes about conversations at meetings and pre-

sentations. As time went on, I decided which episodes would be 

of interest to my study and made it a point to particularly follow 

those episodes. I left the lab in 1999 to fi nish my doctorate. In writ-

ing the account that would lead to this book, I would read my fi eld 

notes on the episodes that form the main chapters of this book. 

As I did so, the quotes, descriptions, and thoughts would trigger 

memories of my time at the lab. In this book, I have referred to 

specifi c quotes of conversations and the marking of specifi c epi-

sodes in my notebooks. When making such quotes, I have noted 

the notebook number and the specifi c date of the entry. In fi lling 
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out the rest of the episodes, I have used the phrases “I remember” 

and “I recall” to make clear that I am writing from the memory of 

my experience. The general narrative mode, then, is of me writ-

ing about events as I remember them as anchored by specifi c ref-

erences to the ethnographic fi eld notes that I took at the time. 

In fi lling out the episodes in this study, I have also used excerpts 

from several different types of laboratory documentation. I have 

used entries in experimental and operational logbooks and elec-

tronic logs to mark the specifi c dates of particular events. I have 

used job advertisements and promotional literature released 

by the laboratory to bring out different kinds of conceptions of 

different laboratory members and self- conceptions of the labora-

tory as a whole. I have also used the descriptions of newspaper 

reporters and other visitors to the lab, and a secret electronic log 

that was kept by the operators unbeknownst to the scientifi c staff 

at the lab, to explore how laboratory members present themselves 

and their work to particular audiences. I have used materials from 

intra- lab meeting presentations and from talks at extra- lab scien-

tifi c conferences to mark specifi c moments and gestures. I have 

also used material from funding proposals to the National Science 

Foundation in analyzing how the laboratory places itself with 

respect to the larger fi eld of synchrotron science and the constel-

lation of synchrotron laboratories in the United States and in the 

world.

This method of accounting and presentation, like any method, 

afforded me both advantages and disadvantages. The primary 

advantage is that this is the fi rst laboratory study written by a par-

ticipant in the technical episodes that are the subject of the study. 

In this regard, my direct involvement with the episodes that were 

at the time under my philosophical consideration enabled me to 

push certain lines of analysis with regard to the status of scientifi c 
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claims in real time at the lab with the practitioners and see what the 

reactions would be. This gives my analysis a recursive dynamic 

that is unprecedented in laboratory studies. My position as a lab 

member, however, could have limited my analysis. As a working 

member of the laboratory, I had to remain in my position to a 

certain degree. I could not conduct broader sociological surveys 

of the laboratory members (which might have disclosed interest-

ing and salient aspects of their experiences at the lab) and, to my 

mind at the time, still be seen as a proper technical member of 

the lab. Also, there were inevitably modes of authority and power 

to which I did not have access. Another positioning might have 

engaged issues of gender or the role that class might play in the 

working practice of the lab differently than I have done in this 

book.

In the next three chapters, I describe episodes of change at the 

lab involving operators, physicists, and biologists. In chapter 3, 

I start with interactions between operators and scientists at the 

lab and explore how each group’s assertions with regard to the 

knowledge- producing abilities of the other were simultaneously 

assertions of workplace control at the lab. In chapter 4, I use this 

kind of analysis to explore interactions between physicists at the 

x-ray lab and physicists in the particle physics group over the 

diagnosis of technical malfunctions and proper operation of 

the storage ring during the conducting of x-ray and particle phys-

ics experiments. In chapter 5, I relate the changing relationship 

between the x-ray physicists and the biologists at the lab to con-

testations over the development of experimental instrumentation 

for protein crystallography and the method of proper experi-

mentation with regard to protein crystallography experiments 

themselves. In all these episodes, the very meanings of the tech-

nical identities I have listed, with their concomitant knowledge-
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 producing abilities, are at stake in laboratory interactions and 

negotiations. They are outcomes of assertions and resistances 

of epistemic politics, whereby who can know what, and how, is 

negotiated and made to endure in practice. In the last chapter, I 

consider the implications of the rise of protein crystallography in 

synchrotron science for the status of particular fact claims ema-

nating from the lab.





The elevator jolted to a stop and its doors slid open. I was confronted by 

a wall of lights, numbers, electronic traces, and accompanying hums, 

clicks, and buzzes. The sounds were chaotic. I lingered in front of the 

synchrotron control room, the gateway to my new world, before I made 

my way down the hall to the x-ray laboratory reception area. Interview 

days have a peculiar energy. Your senses are heightened. A potential 

world is opening before you, yet you see only glimpses, fl ashes of the 

future. You look for clues in the surroundings, the conversations, and 

peoples’ demeanors. My friend had told me about this job. He said it 

was great. There were lots of chances to do interesting things and lots 

of smart people. He told me that the receptionist was very nice, and he 

specifi cally told me to wear jeans, not slacks. Coming from a year of 

corporate life, I compromised—black jeans. The interviews were fairly 

succinct. My questioners held their cards close to their chests. I couldn’t 

tell if they liked me. My master’s degree work had been in space plasma 

physics, not synchrotron radiation. Was that relevant? Had I taken 

mostly math classes, or had I worked with the radar equipment? I told 

them about the circuit I had designed and built for a radar receiver. I 

sensed disappointment when I revealed that I didn’t work on my own 

car. I quickly noted that it was more effi cient to have someone who does 

it all the time do it, and that I was very busy. When prompted, I said of 

3 “Lab Hands” and the “Scarlet O”: Operators, 

Scientists, and a Feel for the Equipment
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course I did the little things like change my own oil (although in fact I 

never had). The offi ces were messy. The hallways were chaotic and clut-

tered. I didn’t know aluminum foil could be put to so many uses.

I was walked past a voluptuous Georgia O’Keefe print hanging on 

the wall and stopped at a kind of portal surrounded by lights and 

signs (e.g., “Radiation Badge Must Be Worn Beyond This Point,” 

“Synchrotron On”). With some trepidation, I clipped on a radia-

tion badge. Why did I need it? What was the danger? If there was 

no danger, why have a badge? Did the badge protect me some-

how? My guide politely answered my questions as we made our 

way through the entrance to the experimental fl oor. The badge 

was a recording device, required by law. No person in the his-

tory of the lab had ever recorded an unhealthy dose of radia-

tion. In fact, the ambient radiation underground was less than 

one usually encounters in the course of a day. I was feeling a bit 

sheepish for asking such questions when we walked into a cavern-

ous hall whose ceiling must have been 50 feet high. I was dwarfed 

by giant gritty lead slabs, huge chrome tanks, and gleaming steel 

pipes. The doors of experimental rooms slid open and shut. 

Alarms beeped and then were quiet. A gentle bell chimed contin-

ually. A large electronic billboard near the top of the wall at the 

end of the “fl oor” indicated that the magnets were powered up 

and that the storage ring was operating. I looked up and scanned 

across the ceiling to the far side of the hall. Just below a gouge 

in the concrete 40 feet above the fl oor was a sign that read “Top 

quark went through here.” I didn’t get the joke. My tour guide 

said that he loved the sign.

In the interviews, they had told me that the job of an operator 

here was a good way to see and participate in front- line research, 

but that certain tasks and procedures had to be done to keep the 
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lab running, and the operator was responsible for these. Well, for 

me the point of working here was to have a chance to get into 

some real science, to be where the action was. What were a few 

tasks? I would be called an x-ray lab operator. Well, I didn’t much 

like the sound of that—as if I “operated” a piece of machinery? I 

had a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering from 

an Ivy League school, and I was one project away from a Mas-

ter’s. I had already worked as for a corporation as a design engi-

neer. Now I was some kind of operator of something. “Oh well,” 

I thought, “what’s in a name?” The main thing was that I could 

taste the science, the research, the action.

Well, there is a bit more to the story. I had also begun an intro-

duction to something else. I had started taking some classes on 

the campus above the synchrotron in the university’s Science and 

Technology Studies department, and I was becoming interested 

in various ideas about the nature of science. What is science? 

Where do you fi nd it? How do you know when it is happening? 

In my classes, I read work in the sociology of scientifi c knowledge 

that took the view that the supposedly straightforward scientifi c 

method of formulating hypotheses and subjecting them to tests 

wasn’t so straightforward after all. I was introduced to assertions 

that Karl Popper’s theory of falsifi cation (1963) and Robert Mer-

ton’s description of norms in science (1957) did not fully account 

for how science really works. According to this new work, the way 

to fi nd out about science was to go into the laboratory and experi-

ence science in all its messy, confusing, complicated glory. I read 

of laboratory rituals and shop talk, of taken- for- granted instru-

ments and procedures, and of inarticulable tacit knowledge and 

skills (Lynch 1985: 3). Some of the ethnographers of laboratories 

held degrees in physics but had switched over to the humanities 

or the social sciences. They said that their understanding of the 
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content of physics was what distinguished them from the pre-

vious generation of sociologists, and that sociology of science 

wasn’t just about how science was organized or funded but also 

about what science produced. Sociology of science needed a 

sociology of knowledge to go with it. I went for this job at the 

lab in part because I had a notion that I would somehow have 

a chance to study science itself. I remember the long pause that 

ensued when I told the professor of a class I had taken called 

“Inside Technology” that I was going “do one of those labora-

tory studies like we heard about in class.” He was very polite. He 

gave me a list of books to read, and suggested I attend his upcom-

ing class in “Qualitative Methods for Studying Science.” I knew 

that something could happen if I could just get into the mix, 

get involved with some science. If there was more to the pro-

duction of technical knowledge than how it is presented after-

ward in journals, talks, tours, and lectures, I was going to go and 

fi nd it!

Learning by Doing: An Operator’s Initiation

On one of my fi rst days, I was brought to the central control area 

of the lab, where several operators were waiting to begin their day. 

I went with one of the operators to change a tank of compressed 

helium. I was attentive as he told me not to tighten the connec-

tion of the new tank too tightly. It needed only to be snug, not 

locked down. My mind was alert. The buzz and clamor of the lab 

was beginning for that day. There was a life to it. Announcements 

blared over the loudspeaker: “Positron fi lling is fi nished.” “Injec-

tion is complete.” “Tuning is complete,  experimenters please 

acknowledge.” “Irving Johnson, line 8 please. Irving Johnson, 

line 8.” Metallic chimes tolled. Regular, repetitive. It seemed to 

me like layers of activity. If you listened carefully to the exchanges 
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on the lab- wide intercom, you could keep up with what was going 

on in all the different sub- functions of the lab. That, I was to learn 

in time, was an important part of an operator’s job. Coming to 

that bit of knowledge, however, was not straightforward. There 

were many members of the lab, and many opinions as to what 

was important and what wasn’t, what was true and what wasn’t, 

what was real and what wasn’t. My fi rst lesson in this regard came 

as the aforementioned operator and I returned to the control 

area. As my fi rst tutor walked away, a second operator came up to 

me and asked what I had just done. When I told him who I had 

gone with and what we had done, he leaned over and told me not 

to listen to a word that guy said. I remember thinking that learn-

ing about the lab wasn’t going to be easy.

I liked working on the experimental “fl oor,” a cavernous room 

the size of a football fi eld with a labyrinth of machines and equip-

ment staking out space on it. I had a small desk in a room right 

off the “fl oor,” but I spent almost no time at it. All the operators’ 

desks were there, up against all four walls in a circle.

As the weeks went on, I relaxed my dress. Blue jeans and a 

T-shirt was my standard outfi t, and I began to let my hair grow 

out, although I had a long way to go to match some of the other 

operators. That I didn’t ride a motorcycle put me in the distinct 

minority among my new peers.

After a few months, I became responsible for several routine 

tasks. There were pieces of equipment that had to be kept cool 

with liquid nitrogen or they would suffer catastrophic failure. Sev-

eral tanks of a variety of gases had to be replaced regularly. During 

my shifts, I would make rounds with a clipboard and record the 

various pressures and levels and note when I fi lled a liquid nitro-

gen dewar (a kind of fl ask) or changed a tank. The liquid nitrogen 

dispenser made a harsh screaming sound that was terrible to hear 

late at night. To have to go out in the freezing cold and get a new 
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tank of oxygen was awful. I hated this part of the job, so ritualistic 

and mechanical. It felt like some kind of punishment.

My initiation continued as the operators, the operations man-

ager, and the assistant operations manager told me about various 

aspects and systems of the lab. It was complicated. Not much was 

written down. I learned how to give a safety tour, and how and 

when to check and mark down important readouts. I was learn-

ing what the “beamline equipment” was, and how and when to 

talk to the storage ring’s operator over the lab- wide communica-

tion system.

In my excitement at being in this new and strange world, I began 

to explore the various depictions of the relationship between 

the operators and the scientists at the lab that I was hearing 

about. The operators and the scientists, it seemed, inhabited 

different worlds. One operator told me that he liked to work the 

night shift because fewer scientists were around and he could just 

“set up and run the operation” without having to be embroiled 

in frustrating conversations about everything. Another opera-

tor who had been in the military told me that, much to his dis-

appointment, he found the relationship similar to that between 

offi cers and enlisted men (Field Notes, Book 2, 2/19/93). I was 

given the password to an early form of a chat room in which oper-

ators wrote their impressions of the lab, their work, the scientists, 

and lab management. The scientists did not know of this log, or, 

I was told, of this capability of the lab’s computing network. The 

remarks were, for the most part, derogatory and pointedly criti-

cal. I wondered why the operators felt this way about the scien-

tists, and why they felt the need to hide their thoughts.

I asked some of the operators about how they had acquired 

their knowledge of the workings of the lab. The key, they told me, 

was their experience with equipment in general. One operator 
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told me that as a boy he used to disassemble the various devices 

in his house, such as clocks and sewing machines, then see if he 

could put them back together. When I asked if he was encouraged 

to do this by his parents, he assured me with a laugh that it was 

quite the opposite. When another operator told me that he also 

took apart equipment as a child, I asked him who taught him how 

to understand equipment. “Well,” he replied, “the equipment 

teaches you. It bothers you that you can’t fi gure out why it works, 

so you take it apart and, over time, the more you know how to take 

it apart, the more you know how it goes back together. You break 

a few things and as time goes on you get better at it.” He then said 

“I think it’s the same reason someone has a desire to know about 

words and how they are put together.” When I asked him if he 

was saying that he was using a kind of scientifi c method to gain 

knowledge about equipment, he agreed thoughtfully. He then 

added: “It really depends on whether you have a mind of looking 

at the process of getting to the end of what you want or whether 

you just want to get to the end and you’re more concerned with 

the science output or whatever its going to be . . . there are people 

who just don’t really concentrate on the fact that each individual 

component of any kind of system could be considered a weak link 

if its not done right. I don’t know if that is some kind of character 

trait, I just see that in a lot of people.” When I asked him if he had 

some particular people in mind, he replied “Well, if you ask me, a 

lot of the scientists around here don’t have any scientifi c method 

about them at all.” When I asked him whether the scientists had 

taught him about how the equipment at the lab works, he replied, 

curtly, “I taught them.” (Field Notes, Interview, 9/21/92)

As I worked on projects at the lab, I began to inhabit and per-

form the operators’ “just do it” approach with regard to equip-

ment. I felt uncomfortable when I asked too many questions. 
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There weren’t many manuals for the equipment, and those that 

existed were kept in a fairly unorganized fi ling cabinet. I remem-

bered what I had heard—that the equipment teaches you. I was 

beginning to understand how to act, what to do, and how to per-

form as an operator.

In my fi rst real project, I was told that a particular set of cir-

cuit boxes had been malfunctioning, and that I should fi x them. 

Given the basics of what the boxes were supposed to do, I was 

then left alone. Even though the designer of the circuits worked 

at the lab and was only a few doors away from me, I remember 

feeling that it wouldn’t be right to go down there and talk to him. 

At times I was fairly frustrated because I didn’t really know what 

to do. I knew, though, that I could invoke the model of under-

standing equipment that I had heard about—that the equipment 

teaches. It was just me and the equipment, after all. I simply tried 

things, even if I couldn’t exactly explain why. I was prepared, if I 

were to break something, to say something like “Well, I was inves-

tigating the circuit, and I’m learning, and, hey, you have to break 

some eggs to make an omelet.” That was better than asking ques-

tions. As it turned out, I “fried” a few chips, kept the fact that I 

had done so to myself, and eventually got the boxes working. I 

knew I would be able to justify my actions later to my boss and 

to the other operators. I knew that I would be seen as doing what 

operators do.

The “Scarlet O”: Knowledge Invalidated

The operators’ antagonism toward the scientists with regard to 

understanding equipment was clear. The operators did not take 

things that the scientists said with regard to laboratory equip-

ment at face value. One operator summarized the general feeling 
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when he told me that scientifi c training only teaches a person 

how to get locked into concocting an argument for whatever 

point one wants (Field Notes, Book 6, 12/6/93). In time, I came 

to better understand why the operators felt that their knowledge 

was being discounted, but at the same time appropriated, by the 

scientists. The lab was about to undergo a major upgrade, and the 

talk among the operators was about what was going to be done 

and who would be involved. I remember the tension in the air 

when one of the senior operators announced to the group that 

the upgrade was going to go the usual way—i.e., that the opera-

tors would be brought in at the end, not at the beginning, and 

would have to make everything work. The operators resented that 

they would not be granted access to participate in designing and 

discussing the upgrade, but that they would be called upon to 

make the equipment work in the desired ways.

Many operators understood the tag of “operator” as a taint, a 

stereotype imposed upon them by scientists who ignored their 

input into laboratory matters. Once you were cast in the role of 

operator, according to this line of reasoning, you were stripped of 

the credibility necessary to be a valid knowledge contributor in 

the laboratory. Evoking the unjust persecution of the “adulteress” 

Hester Prynne in Nathaniel Hawthorne’s novel The Scarlet Letter, 

they spoke of “the scarlet O” they thought they must have on 

their chests, marking them as “Operators” and invalidating their 

knowledge (Field Notes, Book 3, 10/13/98). Given the view that it 

was the operators who actually had a scientifi c method of under-

standing equipment, the operators saw the exclusion of their 

voices in issues of laboratory development as a sign of hypoc-

risy on the part of those claiming to seek scientifi c knowledge of 

experimental equipment and an intrusion of politics into the lab. 

In line with this reasoning, the operators saw an asymmetry to 
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the way mistakes were defi ned at the lab. When operators made 

mistakes, it was because they didn’t understand, didn’t pay atten-

tion, or didn’t care, and the mistakes were never forgiven. When 

scientists made mistakes, it was because they were confronted 

with diffi cult situations, and those episodes were quickly forgot-

ten (Field Notes, Book 5, 11/18/93). To the operators, the stan-

dard by which something was or wasn’t considered a mistake was 

whether or not you were an operator. They were the underclass. 

Invalid. One operator who had published a paper in a scientifi c 

journal while working toward a Master’s in mechanical engineer-

ing told me, in the context of a discussion about a paper I was 

working on, “I got my article published for my Master’s. I just kept 

a low profi le (about it here). Never talk to anyone about it because 

they don’t want you to have a brain—just lug lead bricks.” (Field 

Notes, Book 2, 2/19/93)

I wasn’t used to this. Coming from an Ivy League school and 

the corporate world, I was accustomed to being unselfconsciously 

valid. Now here I was, an operator, carrying gas tanks and sweep-

ing fl oors, with an opinion but no voice. I would cringe when 

a scientist would introduce me to someone as an operator. And 

the pay was so low. My starting salary at the lab was $23,500 per 

year. (I had negotiated it up from the offer of $22,500, arguing 

that I had almost attained a Master’s.) Most operators made a 

bit more than that, the high twenties, while the scientists made 

$50,000– 60,000 a year. At the time, there were about ten oper-

ators and eight scientists at the x-ray lab, and two machinists. 

Although most of the operators were single, a few had children to 

support. Many times I would check in at midnight for the begin-

ning of my shift and wonder what I had gotten myself into. It’s 

hard to describe if you haven’t felt it. It’s not always pushed on 

you, but the regu lar reminders serve to point out that it’s always 
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there in the background and can be brought out at any time. It 

feels heavy. It doesn’t go away. I was an operator. A worker.

Refl ections on a Way of Knowing

Why were the operators so disgruntled? Why weren’t they lis-

tened to? What was going on? What should I do? What did this 

have to do with science? To hear the operators tell it, they were 

not being recognized as the valid knowledge producers they felt 

themselves to be. Were they right? Were they wrong? What could 

be done? I was still working full time at the lab and taking classes 

extramurally, and as I delved into the literature I hoped to fi nd 

some answers. In my searching, something began to crystallize. I 

was coming across variations on a model of science that were well 

suited for including technicians as valid producers of knowledge. 

It seemed that, in bringing out the complexity of scientifi c and 

engineering practice, many historians and sociologists had found 

cases in which “technologists” hadn’t simply applied already-

 discovered scientifi c principles. Rather, new knowledge about 

how to proceed had been derived from interactions with the 

equipment itself! In this vein, the historian of technology John 

Staudenmaier has argued for considering “technological praxis 

as form of knowledge rather than an application of knowledge” 

(1985: 120). In a study of cases in aeronautical engineering, Walter 

Vincenti has noted that full technical knowledge “can only come 

from individual experiences” (1990: 190). Indeed, many histori-

ans and philosophers of technology have seen science as not prior 

to technology (Cardwell 1976; Gamber 1995; Konig 1996; Lelas 

1993; Molella and Rheingold 1991). Coming at it from the scien-

tifi c “side,” Evelyn Fox Keller has argued that the Nobel laureate 

Barbara McClintock did better science because she was patient 
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enough and willing to learn from the material of her study and 

to take seriously “every component” in its own right (1983: 200). 

To Keller, McClintock was innovative precisely because this valu-

able component of the scientifi c method was, as the operators at 

this lab have claimed, lost on most scientists. The labor histori-

ans Stephen Barley and Beth Bechky (1993: 11) picked up on this 

notion in their study of laboratory technicians when they noted 

that “the lab staff took pride in their ability to see intelligible 

codes where novices (even scientists) saw no information at all.” 

The operators at my lab were articulating a kind of knowledge 

production capability in line with what Edwin Layton referred to 

as “technologists doing science,” with what Barley and Bechky 

described as how a “scientist- technician” works, with descrip-

tions of the “engineering sciences” by Vincenti, Staudenmaier, 

and others, and even with Keller’s description of McClintock’s 

working method! In all these cases, analysts with doctorates and 

academic appointments support a model of technical knowledge 

in which experience with equipment or the material at hand is 

integral and necessary to the doing of science.

That was it! The operators were right, and scholarship about 

science was on their side! The lab just needed to understand that 

the operators were working in a valid scientifi c way; then there 

would be less animosity and better mutual understanding. In fact, 

Barley and Bechky pointed out that not recognizing that science 

has this aspect to it and that technicians are well placed to contrib-

ute in this regard is a prevalent form of mismanagement among 

science laboratories (1993: 28). Whalley and Barley (1997: 22– 53) 

even said that technicians should leverage their importance and 

expertise by unionizing and demanding better compensation 

and more autonomy in their working lives. But something wasn’t 

right. As I went back and forth between the laboratory and the STS 
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department, as I carried out my tasks at the lab, and as I lay in bed 

at night, I sometimes wondered whether I had some secret infor-

mation, some special knowledge that the scientists and the opera-

tors didn’t have. What should I do? Who should I tell? Something 

nagged at me, though. It seemed too convenient. Too simple. The 

operators were right, and scholarship on science and technology 

was on their side? What if I hadn’t come into the lab as an opera-

tor? Why did the scientists not see it this way? Around this time, 

my trajectory at the lab underwent an important shift: I was pro-

moted to assistant operations manager of the x-ray lab. After my 

promotion, I came to more intimately engage these scientists 

against whom the operators seemed to measure their identity, 

capabilities, and worth. As I did so, my understanding of knowl-

edge claims at the laboratory became more complicated.

Lab Hands: Introduced by Scientists

It had come time to tear down and rebuild half of the lab’s experi-

mental stations, and I was approached by the operations manager 

and asked if I would be willing to take charge of the other half of 

the stations to make sure that those operations remained intact 

while many of the operators concentrated on the rebuilding. I 

felt pretty intimidated—nearly all the other operators had been 

there longer than I had, and I was still in the midst of trying to fi g-

ure everything out—but I took the assignment. Working with the 

experiments and the experimenters seemed to be my forte at the 

lab, and I liked the idea that I would be close to the research front. 

Getting an experiment working, getting it humming along—I 

liked that. I was good at it. After about a year in this mode, I was 

made an assistant operations manager. I began spending more 

and more time interacting with the scientifi c staff. As an assistant 
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operations manager, I attended the weekly senior staff meeting 

(to which no operators were invited), was involved in hiring deci-

sions, and attended meetings with other laboratories as a repre-

sentative of our lab. I also spent time discussing the operations, 

problems, and the future of the lab with scientists in their offi ces 

and on the experimental fl oor. As I moved into these different 

forums, I came to an understanding of the scientists’ view of who 

operators were and what they could know and do.

The scientists’ offi ces were one level upstairs from the exper-

imental fl oor. The hallway resembled any bland academic hall-

way. In contrast to the operators, the scientists usually wore 

collared shirts and slacks or khakis. None rode a motorcycle or 

had long hair. I did not pick up any animosity toward the opera-

tors. Instead, I got the impression that the scientists, in general, 

considered the role of operator important and valued it. They 

often said that no project really gets anywhere without opera-

tors working on it. They even referred to the operators as the “life 

blood” of the laboratory. The laboratory’s director was very proud 

that the job of operator as he conceived of it was envied and cop-

ied at other laboratories. Who, I wondered, were these operators 

that the scientists so valued? Were they the same ones I knew?

It was then that the scientists introduced me to an entity I had 

not previously heard of: “lab hands.” An operator with good lab 

hands, it seemed, could work with equipment in an intuitive and 

comfortable way. An operator with good lab hands had a feel 

for equipment that enabled him or her to sense problems and 

get equipment working. In my discussions with the scientists, it 

became clear that this was the essential quality that an operator 

must possess. Scientists would ask me which operators had good 

lab hands and which did not. There was not much talk about 

training operators to have lab hands, and everyone agreed that 
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it was impossible to discern them through conversation. Instead 

there were slightly anxious periods during which the scientists 

waited to see whether a newly hired operator had good hands. It 

was a great relief to fi nd that one did. In a magazine article about 

the lab, one scientist boasted: “Our operators really know their 

jobs. . . . They have an intuition for the machine that I haven’t 

seen in any other facility. Some of the operators can tell if the 

magnets are working properly just by laying their hands on them 

to check the temperature.” (Saulnier 1996: 14) Job postings for the 

operator position from this period specifi ed that “a two year com-

mitment to the position is requested” and that “experience is not 

needed but mechanical and lab skills along with a BS or equiva-

lent in technical/scientifi c fi elds such as physics or engineering 

are desired.” Here experience was separated out from an appli-

cant’s ability to do the job. What was needed was a certain kind of 

skill, an innate feel for how to proceed. One measure of whether 

an applicant possessed this kind of feel for equipment was to ask, 

in the course of the interview, how he went about repairing and 

maintaining his car.

This view of the operators seemed to be based on quite a 

different model of understanding equipment than the one that 

I had been introduced to by the operators. According to this new 

view, ability was apparently embodied, inherent, located in the 

hands rather than the head of the operator, and brought to bear 

in interactions with equipment, not developed through such 

interactions. When it came to lab hands, it seemed, either you 

had them or you didn’t. The naturalizing aspect of these char-

acterizations struck me. Operators were simply people of a cer-

tain type. They were intuitive creatures. They felt things in a 

holistic kind of way that couldn’t be formulated or explained. 

They inhabited an inarticulable world in which the “laying on 
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of hands” solved problems. Why were the scientists promoting 

these characterizations? I remember thinking how odd it was that 

these tough- talking, motorcycle- riding men were having “soft” 

and holistic attributes assigned to them. It seemed to me that 

they were having traits projected upon them that, in my experi-

ence, had been projected onto women and native peoples. They 

were “primitive” in the sense that they were “in touch with” their 

natural world—the lab.

As I came to understand the scientists’ version of who the opera-

tors were and what they could do, I looked back on my time at the 

lab and recalled how I had been placed into such a role or iden-

tity. One time, when I was working with some of the other opera-

tors on a piece of vacuum equipment, a scientist came over and 

handed me an assembly that consisted of a silicon crystal clamped 

to a base by a spring- loaded mechanism. After telling me that the 

crystal was not diffracting x-rays properly, the scientist asked me 

to feel whether it was clamped too tightly. He knew I had worked 

with these assemblies before. Why wouldn’t he loosen it and see 

if it performed better? Why had he come to me? In one way, I 

was fl attered to play a part in diagnosing a scientist’s problem. In 

another way, I felt taken advantage of somehow. I put my fi nger 

on the crystal and tried to slide it in the clamp. When these assem-

blies had worked for me, the crystals could slide back and forth in 

their clamp. This one didn’t slide. “It’s way too tight,” I told him, 

and he nodded and walked away. Apparently this exchange bol-

stered the scientist’s confi dence in deciding what action to take 

before going through the roughly half- hour of time required to 

replace the assembly into the device from which it came. The sci-

entist did not replace the crystal, but rather loosened the clamps. 

When I saw him an hour later, he gave me a “thumbs up” and 

told me that it had worked. Another time, I had used sandpaper 

to “rough up” (after spitting on it) the surface of a block of crystal 
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silicon that was being used in a monochromator, a device that sep-

arates out a narrow band of wavelengths from the “white” x-ray 

beam that emanates from the storage ring. With a rough surface, 

this crystal performed differently and in certain ways better than 

a “smooth” crystal. From that point on, whenever a crystal had to 

be roughened, it was brought to me. When they brought the crys-

tals, the scientists would talk about my calibrated fi ngers and my 

saliva as if they were necessary for the job. (I was told that in any 

publication my saliva would be referred to as “distilled water.”) 

(Field Notes, Book 2, 4/23/97) In both of these cases, my “feel” 

for the equipment had been put to use. Another time, a scien-

tist came up to me when a vacuum pump didn’t seem to be work-

ing and asked me if any of the operators had “done the laying on 

of the hands thing” to assess whether there was in fact a prob-

lem (Field Notes, Book 2, 11/20/96). After I informed him that I 

hadn’t but perhaps someone else had, he sought out other oper-

ators. Another time, a member of the scientifi c staff introduced 

me to a summer intern as follows: “This is Park. He’s interested in 

monochromators too, but he’s more hands on, interested in get-

ting something working. I more just sit in my offi ce and design 

things.” (Field Notes, Book 4, 5/31/94)

What had happened when I had touched the crystal in its 

clamp? What did it mean for operators to be “hands on” or to “do 

the laying on of the hands thing”? In the case of my interaction 

with the scientist, was I using knowledge based on experience, or 

was I using an innate feel? I didn’t know. I felt fl attered that the 

scientist would stake future actions on a declaration from me, but 

I also felt the sting. Did he know how many times I had been in 

his situation? Did he know how I had learned what I did? I knew 

that what I did was the fastest and easiest way to deal with an 

interruption in my busy day. This was the dissonance. When the 

operators heard their services praised, they felt they were being 
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praised for being something that they weren’t and for things that 

they weren’t doing. And what they really were doing was ignored 

or, worse, co-opted. To the operators, these compliments from 

the scientists were backhanded slights to their real abilities.

Each group interpreted the operators’ abilities on a different 

plane. Where the scientists saw interactions between the opera-

tors and equipment as tests of innate ability channeled through 

the direct connection of their lab hands to the equipment, the 

operators saw such interactions as indications of the knowledge 

they had gained through previous interactions with equipment. 

Where the scientists saw operators working with other kinds of 

equipment besides laboratory equipment as markers of general 

skill, the operators saw such interactions as markers of an ability 

to learn. When I asked a scientist about the difference between a 

scientist and an operator, he said that of course any good experi-

mentalist needed the same kind of skills as an operator, but a sci-

entist also needed the creative ability to sort through scientifi c 

ideas and produce experiments that would be interesting to the 

fi eld (Field Notes, Interview, 4/14/94). A scientist could do what 

an operator did, but not vice versa. Scientists, according to this 

view, had heads and hands; operators only had hands. The oper-

ators, on the other hand, felt that a major problem with the lab 

was precisely the fact that their heads were procedurally ignored.

The operators, too, were conducting identity work with regard 

to the scientists. The way the operators saw it, their heads were 

ignored by scientists, some of whom, at least, were the type of 

people who were unwilling or unable to learn from equipment in 

the proper way. Scientists were “educated fools” (as the machin-

ist Walt Protas referred to them) who didn’t understand the real 

world of scientifi c instrumentation. Their adherence to the text-

book and their narcissism with respect to their own knowledge 

was what kept them from being legitimate knowledge producers. 
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The operators didn’t know why the scientists were like this; they 

just knew that “some people were that way” (Field Notes, Inter-

view, 9/21/92). As time went on, I wondered why this identity 

work was so prevalent at the lab. What were these characteriza-

tions, with their implications for knowledge production, really 

used for?

Epistemic Politics and Laboratory Labor

With regard to my study, I wondered what I should I do with 

these differing interpretations of laboratory practice and identity. 

I pondered over who was right, the operators or the scientists. 

Walt Protas in the x-ray lab machine shop. (Batterman 1986)
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How could I understand what was going on with these compet-

ing identities and their implications for the nature of knowledge 

production? Indeed, what was the real story? Again I looked to 

the literature on science and technology. As I did so, I came upon 

writers for whom promotion of different models of knowledge 

production and performances of various technical identities of 

knowledge producers by actors in their studies were not taken at 

face value, but instead seen as moves made in an arena of author-

ity and control. This resonated with me. Neither the scientists 

nor the operators were “right.” Rather, they were each promot-

ing and performing their own point of view, their own idea of 

who can produce technical knowledge and how it is produced. 

Mayr (1976), Barnes (1982), Layton (1976), Kline (1996), Ander-

son (1992), Faulkner (1994), and Cowan (1996) have all taken 

this methodological tack: the view that there is no one model of 

technical knowledge production per se, but that model produc-

tion itself is the proper topic of study. That’s also the lesson of 

Shapin’s (1989) work on Robert Boyle’s “technicians”: it’s not that 

the technicians weren’t properly credited; it’s that considering 

the hierarchical relations of scientifi c practice calls for a mode of 

analysis where the nature of a “scientist” or a “technician” is not 

taken as self- evident and prior to political relations.

What more can be said about the models of technical knowl-

edge production and producers that are at play in the laboratory? 

What are they good for in this setting? How are they used? What 

work do they perform? How is identity work involved? The sci-

entists’ and the operators’ depictions of one another and of their 

work helped them justify actions when dealing with equipment 

and also bolstered their claims for control of decision making and 

authority over the labor of the lab. The scientists’ conception of 

operators and their abilities is based on a “feel” for the equip-

ment that instrumentalizes the operators in several ways. First, 
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the voice of the operators is treated as another scientifi c instru-

ment, as in the case of the purported measuring of the tempera-

ture with hands. The scientists can listen to the operators as they 

would read instruments. Second, the skilled “lab hands” of the 

operators can be set to work in place of the scientists’ own hands, 

leaving the scientists to operate in the creative realm of scientifi c 

ideas, technological innovation, and laboratory management. 

This kind of model implies that the scientists should be the ones 

who should control and direct the development of the lab; after 

all, they are the holders of technical knowledge. At the same time, 

this model helps the scientists justify actions in real time when 

working with laboratory equipment. The scientist who asked me 

to feel the crystal assembly could afterward both justify why he 

didn’t replace the crystal in the assembly and also why he was 

rightfully my boss.

In the operator’s version of laboratory practice, knowledge of 

the laboratory equipment was derived through the experience of 

working with equipment. They paid attention to detail, and they 

learned as they worked with different machines. This knowledge 

came directly from the interactions with the equipment; it did 

not depend on the accredited institutionalized knowledge of the 

scientists. In fact, the operators see themselves as deriving knowl-

edge in a way that the scientists don’t even understand. Their 

model usurps knowledge- producing capabilities from the scien-

tists who do not spend as much time around the equipment and 

thus implies that they, the operators, should be rightfully more in 

control of developments at the lab.

Operators and Scientists: A Later Stage

As I carried my new awareness with me into my work at the lab-

oratory, I found myself pushing “technical” arguments with a 
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newfound zeal, for I knew what important work those arguments 

were doing. I learned when to push what kind of model of knowl-

edge production. Meanwhile, my reputation as a serious lab 

member grew. As the life of the lab went on, however, I couldn’t 

help but notice that something was changing. The attitudes of 

the operators and the scientists seemed different than before. The 

animosity and contention apparent in my fi rst few years at the lab 

had diminished. There was now less argument over what an oper-

ator or a scientist could know. There was a certain calmness, life-

lessness perhaps, in the air. It wasn’t just me. I began to ask people 

if they noticed a difference. That the lab had changed became an 

accepted part of lab discussions. The culture of the lab, everyone 

agreed, was more stable now. I began to wonder why this was so.

From the beginning to the end of my working life at the lab, the 

number of experimental stations roughly doubled, and there was 

a trend toward designing stations to specialize in one particular 

type of experiment, especially protein crystallography, rather 

than supporting a wide range of capabilities. During this period, 

the scientifi c staff remained basically intact but the operator staff 

incurred signifi cant turnover. And although there seem to have 

been some changes in institutionalized conceptions of the oper-

ator position that refl ected the operators’ views from the early 

phase, the predominant tone in the later phase was an acceptance 

of the division of labor implied in the operator- as-instrument 

model espoused by the scientists during the early part of my time 

at the lab. An indication that some of the early operators came to 

have an institutional validity can be seen in a job posting from 

1996: “Job Opportunity: Research Support Specialist I. [X- ray lab] 

Operator. Requirements: Good computer, mechanical, and some 

electronic skills required as well as experience with maintaining 

scientifi c equipment. Good communication and people skills 
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absolutely necessary. Bachelor’s in physics or engineering or 2– 3 

years equivalent experience required.” The most striking features 

of this listing are that the word ‘operator’ appears only in a sec-

ondary way and that the word ‘technician’ does not appear at all. 

The substitution of ‘Research Support Specialist’ for ‘Technician’ 

in the job title was seen by the early operators as a mark of the 

recognition and status they felt they had not received previously. 

The taint of the word ‘operator’ was being removed from the 

description of their work. Also, experience is considered differ-

ently in this posting than in the earlier years. It seems that now 

two to three years of equivalent experience is seen as in some way 

equal to a bachelor’s degree. Here experience is seen as equivalent 

to institutionally certifi ed knowledge in a way that it was not in 

the earlier listings. This too is in line with the operators’ earlier 

conception of their work.

With these views of the operators from the early stage incor-

porated into management’s view of the operator position, one 

might expect that operators in the later stage would more freely 

see themselves as doing properly scientifi c work and that their 

contribution would be openly valued by the scientists. But this 

simply wasn’t true. In my last few years at the lab, despite the of-

fi cial name change and the altered job description, the operators 

were in fact seen as more removed than ever from the main busi-

ness of the lab. The talk was no longer about the valuable “life 

blood of the lab,” but rather about what was to be done about the 

operators’ lack of knowledge and decision- making capability. In 

a switch from the fi rst stage, the operators themselves shared the 

view that they were not suffi ciently prepared. They themselves 

were frustrated by their lack of knowledge. Both groups saw 

the solution to this problem as a matter of the scientists training 

the operators. The operators were upset because they felt that the 
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scientists hadn’t taken enough time to train them properly to do 

their jobs. At this point, rather than claim that they needed time 

alone to work on and learn from the equipment, the operators 

put the onus on the scientists to give them the knowledge they 

needed to function at the lab.

The traditional division between scientist and technician was 

more entrenched than before. The operators did not consider 

themselves scientists. When I asked one why they did not, he 

replied: “Well, it’s obvious, I’m not doing research of my own. I’m 

implementing designs and programs for other peoples’ research.” 

(Field Notes, Interview, 5/16/96) He then told me that the opera-

tors were not against the scientists, but that, the way he saw it, the 

operators and the scientists shared frustration with what they saw 

as an increasingly bureaucratic work environment. At this time, 

operator training was seen as one of the lab’s most important pri-

orities, and conversations about what an operator and a scientist 

could know were far less frequent and were increasingly seen as 

irrelevant. It was accepted that knowledge about the equipment 

derived from the scientists and should be passed on to the opera-

tors. Operators did not claim knowledge hard won from experi-

ence, and the scientists did not boast about the direct connection 

of the operators “lab hands” to the equipment of the laboratory.

Why did the conversations and the relations change? Why were 

the operators able to make such claims with such convictions dur-

ing my early years? Why were the operators’ and the scientists’ 

knowledge- producing capabilities seen as more straightforwardly 

understood in my later years at the lab? Why did the emphasis 

shift from experience to training? The lab had grown larger and 

had become more bureaucratic, more institutionally entrenched. 

The equipment had become more stable, more simply present. 

One aspect of this growth seems to be that the epistemic resource 
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of experience had a different cachet, for the operators and the sci-

entists, from the beginning to the end of this period.

Epistemic Politics: Conceptions for Use?

In the time of early development at the lab, a good portion of the 

operators had taken part in building the equipment and could 

use appeals to this experience to bolster their claims of knowl-

edge and control. As we have seen, experience is the cornerstone 

for the operators’ claim to be knowledge producers. The fact that 

they were in on the ground fl oor of developing the equipment 

at the lab makes the appeal to experience in this setting a strong 

one. Some of the scientists had arrived at the lab later, around the 

time I had, after a signifi cant amount of the lab’s equipment was 

built up. Thus, they could not counter the operators’ appeals to 

experience with credible claims of experience of their own.

As the lab developed, this situation changed. As new oper-

ators came in, they were in a much different position than the 

original operators who were leaving. The new arrivals came to 

a lab where most of the equipment already existed. They could 

not make the same credible claims to experience that the orig-

inal operators could. Fixing a clock was one thing, but to have 

been working with the lab’s equipment from the early days was a 

sturdy resource to call upon. The new operators were without this 

important resource and had no recourse but to defer to the scien-

tists, who had not only greater accredited institutional knowledge 

but also now a history with the equipment at hand. The operators 

had little choice but to revert to performances of the predomi-

nantly accepted “lab hands” model and to publicly point out that 

their knowledge was dependent on the scientists. The scientists 

could now lay claim to the old operators’ epistemic territory of 
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experience with equipment better than the new operators could, 

because the scientists had now worked with the laboratory equip-

ment for a longer time than the newly hired operators. The opera-

tors’ and the scientists’ claims about their knowledge- producing 

capabilities are not simply indicators of their true natures but 

rather performances that link the technical and the organiza-

tional and that privilege each group’s status and authority over 

those of the other group. The battle for epistemic control was also 

a battle for workplace control between these two groups, and the 

terms and dynamics of this epistemic politics had changed.

An understanding of epistemic politics is the foundation for the 

project of this book. In order to further understand this project, 

it is worthwhile to explore two prominent concepts in the study 

of laboratory practice: Karin Knorr Cetina’s “epistemic cultures” 

and Peter Galison’s “trading zones.”

In her 1999 study of particle physicists and molecular biolo-

gists, Knorr Cetina describes two different “epistemic cultures” 

that defi ne each of the fi elds and determine what they, as tech-

nical knowledge producers, do. For Knorr Cetina, the large- scale, 

centralized, instrument- intensive fi eld of particle physics employs 

a “classic” self- referential semiotic network of signs of objects 

based on “representational technologies” (1999: 80). Through 

three “ethnomethods” particular to particle physicists, “unfold-

ing, framing, and convoluting,” the physicists “articulate” their 

“internally referential system” to produce the natural world. What 

does this mean? For Knorr Cetina, particle physicists inhabit a 

world of complicated instruments in which simulations and 

predictions are integral to making sense of how that equipment 

registers the “real” world. Knorr Cetina sees the physicists as com-

fortable with a complicated repertoire of comparing and mixing 

“simulations” and “experiments.” Instrument simulations based 
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on calculations are not just tests. Instead, “convoluted” tangles of 

calculation, instrument simulation, and instrument “readings” 

are “expedient in creating experimental outcomes . . . in a world 

that refers back upon itself and seeks recourse in manipulating 

its own components” (ibid.: 77– 80). In this respect, Knorr Cetina 

sees a world “marked by the loss of the empirical” (ibid.: 79). She 

contrasts this to the “small science” of molecular biology, which 

appears to her to “rely on maximizing contact with the empirical 

world” (ibid.: 79). In molecular biology, moreover, this contact 

with the empirical involves the “sensory” and “acting” body of 

the scientist. Small- scale manipulation at the laboratory bench is 

the hallmark of this fi eld and is also grist for the epistemic mill of 

producing accounts of the natural world. Knorr Cetina describes 

the kind of researcher such work requires as follows:

[In] the molecular biology laboratories studied . . . a scientist’s sen-
sory skills, in the holistic sense, were continuously required. They were 
implied when some participants were said to have a “golden touch” or to 
be “excellent experimentalists.” When students were recruited to the lab-
oratory, older members watched for these qualities and recruited students 
accordingly. Confl icts arose when someone, highly recommended by an 
outside scientist, turned out to be ‘hopeless in the lab” and “incapable of 
getting an experiment to run.” (ibid.: 96)

For Knorr Cetina, the molecular biologist’s body is an “informa-

tion processing tool.” “Many scientists,” she notes, “feel it is im-

possible to try to reason through the problem or to pick up the 

important clues from oral or written descriptions. In order to 

know what to think, one has to place oneself in the situation. 

The body is trusted to pick up and process what the mind cannot 

anticipate.” (ibid.: 96) This information- processing tool is a pri-

mary component in the mechanism of blind variation at the lab-

oratory bench, the fundamental mechanism by which molecular 
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biology produces knowledge. Knorr Cetina encapsulates the dif-

ference between particle physics and biology as follows: “[In] HEP 

experiments, it is not the phenomena themselves which are at 

issue, but rather their refl ection in the light of the internal mega-

machinery that envelops and tracks down physical occurrences. 

In the molecular biology laboratory, in contrast, the phenomena 

assert themselves as independent beings and inscribe themselves 

in scientists’ feelings and experiences.” (ibid.: 79)

According to my analysis, it is a mistake to take such assertions 

at face value. In the case of the operators in my lab, arguments 

for such a knowledge- producing capability were an effort to dis-

tinguish and privilege the operator’s mode of knowing over that 

of the scientists who controlled the working life of the lab. Con-

versely, the scientists portrayed the operators in such a way that 

the scientists themselves were naturally the source of, and in con-

trol of, any “knowledge” the operators might produce. Casting 

the operators as skilled and intuitive, with a feel for laboratory 

equipment, erased them as knowledge producers and justifi ed 

the control of their labor. The operators fought against this with 

identity work of their own, portraying the scientists as book-

 smart “educated fools” incapable of properly learning from expe-

rience with regard to laboratory equipment, thus placing them 

properly in control of laboratory development and work. At the 

lab, these depictions were used to privilege each group over the 

other as properly in control of laboratory practice.

Trading Zones and Epistemic Politics: Accounting for 

Antagonism?

An accounting of the interactions between subcultures in phys-

ics underpins Peter Galison’s (1997) approach to understanding 
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the scientifi c enterprise, and understandings of what technical 

practitioners are and what they do underpin that accounting. It 

is not a thoroughly essentialist reading, though, as Knorr  Cetina’s 

was. For Galison, these subcultures are “fi nite traditions with 

their own dynamics that are linked not by homogenization, but 

by local coordination” (ibid.: 803). This local coordination takes 

place in “trading zones.” Galison describes a trading zone between 

two groups as follows: “What is crucial is that in the local context 

of the trading zone, despite the differences in classifi cation, sig-

nifi cance, and standards of demonstration, the two groups can 

collaborate . . . even when the signifi cance of the objects traded—

and of the trade itself—may be utterly different for the two sides.” 

(ibid.: 803) Closest to the focus of the previous chapters of this 

book is Galison’s account of relations among engineers, exper-

imentalists, and theorists at the MIT “Rad Lab” during World 

War II. In the Rad Lab, the groups were “under the gun” to get on 

with the job of building radar. There was a particular space, room 

4-133, where physicists and engineers would “trade.” The primary 

example given is how the interaction between the theorist Julian 

Schwinger (who also fi rst proposed the concept of synchrotron 

radiation) and the “ ‘good enough” and input- output engineering 

culture of the Rad Lab resulted in more “practical” equivalent cir-

cuit representations of microwave theory that were brought into 

the practice of designing radar transmitters and which affected 

future abstract theorizing (ibid.: 821).

In the picture painted here, neither the traditions and practices 

of theoretical physics nor the traditions and practices of engi-

neering are seen by Galison or by the practitioners as having epis-

temological primacy, and who is or should be in control of the 

project of developing radar is not an issue. In the case of the oper-

ators and the scientists at the x-ray lab, the operators used what 
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resources they could (primarily their experiences with the equip-

ment of the lab) to distinguish and privilege their way of knowing 

over that of the scientists, and the scientists resisted. The experi-

mental fl oor was not a zone for mutually benefi cial trading; it was 

a forum for antagonistic epistemic-political performances. Cru-

cial to the resistances was how each group staked a claim to and 

was ceded (or not) epistemic territory that could not (or would 

not) be accessed by the group toward which the resistance was 

directed.

In exploring how claims and counterclaims of knowledge and 

knowledge- producing ability were handled between the scientists 

and operators at the x-ray lab, I came to see how important it was 

to not presume what kinds of practitioners the laboratory mem-

bers really were or how they really went about knowing what they 

claimed to know, for these were the achievements that were pre-

cisely at stake in the dynamics of laboratory practice. This point 

is crucial in exploring contingency in science, and it guided my 

work through the rest of my study as I became involved in further 

episodes of decision making about the operation of the storage 

ring, the development of experimental instrumentation, and the 

nature of experimentation at the lab. Indeed, considering inter-

actions between different scientifi c subcultures as taking place in 

forums of epistemological and political agonizing is the means 

by which this book explores how laboratory practice changed and 

the implication of that change for the products of science.



I was settling into my night shift as the x-ray operator on duty, 

checking the various temperatures and pressures on and in 

different pieces of equipment at the x-ray lab area. I would be the 

point man tonight, helping the various experimenters and mak-

ing sure the equipment was working. Things seemed to be run-

ning smoothly. The low buzz and hum of the lab can be relaxing. 

As I was noting the temperature of a thermocouple on the F-line, 

a voice crackled over the lab- wide intercom: “X-ray lab operator 

line 1 please. X-ray lab operator line 1.”

I picked up the nearest receiver and identifi ed myself as the 

x-ray lab operator. The storage ring operator on the other end, 

calling from the CESR control room, said “We’re experiencing 

ion trapping” and told me the run would have to end. I had a 

vague idea as to what “ion trapping” meant. Some of the vacuum 

pumps around the ring used ions to attract particles from inside 

the ring. Sometimes these pumps somehow interacted in a bad 

way with the beam inside the ring, and the run was compromised. 

When this happened, there was nothing to do but “dump” the 

now destabilized particles, refi ll the ring, and start the run over. I 

wondered who storage ring operator meant by “we.” I told him I 

would have to go around and check with the experimenters who 

4 From Ion Trapping to Intensive Tuning: 

The Particle Group, the X-Ray Lab, and a 
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were working at the x-ray lab’s stations. I stalled for a couple of 

minutes, then called for the storage ring operator: “CESR operator 

line 1.” When he picked up the phone, I told him that “we” were 

ready. Then, over the lab- wide speaker system, all present heard 

these announcements:

 “Experimenters, I would like to end the run. Please acknowledge when 
ready.”
 “CHESS is ready.”
 “Particle group is ready.” [The particle physics group monitoring the 
output of their detector had also been told on a direct line that the run 
would have to end.]
 “Thank you CHESS. Thank you CLEO.”

The synchrotron operator then “dumped” the electrons and posi-

trons that were orbiting inside the ring, ending after only 10 min-

utes an experimental run of high- energy particle physics and 

The CESR control room in 1998. Richard Eshelman is at the controls. 
(P. Doing)
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synchrotron x-ray experimentation that was scheduled to last 

60 minutes As a beginning x-ray lab operator, I presented this 

decision to x-ray lab experimenters as it was presented to me, as 

a drastic but necessary response to an unsolvable technical prob-

lem (Operator Log, 11/14/94).

On any night, a myriad of activities take place at the lab. On the 

experimental fl oor, a wide array of visiting researchers, mostly 

young professors and graduate students, work at the x-ray lab’s 

stations. X-ray lab operators monitor the situation, helping, 

sometimes teaching, and in general “supporting” these experi-

menters. For the x-ray lab to be open and operating, an x-ray lab 

operator must be on duty. The x-ray lab operator is responsible for 

the safety aspects of the lab and for the initial response to diffi cul-

ties with x-ray lab instrumentation. Scientists employed by the 

x-ray lab also conduct their own experimental work or collabo-

rate with visiting scientists on experiments. Meanwhile, on the 

The x-ray lab’s control area. (Rice and Fontes 1999)
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fl oor above, members of the particle group known as the CLEO 

collaboration watch a series of computer monitors that fl ash indi-

cations of the results of the collisions of electrons and positrons 

inside the particle group’s detector. This raw streaming informa-

tion is stored for later processing and analysis. Typically, particle 

group graduate students monitor the output at this stage. Next to 

that room, again a level above the experimental fl oor, the CESR 

operator injects electrons and positrons into the storage ring 

while simultaneously making a variety of adjustments such that 

as much “current” (amount of electrons and positrons) as pos-

sible could be injected into the ring. Once the electrons and posi-

trons are injected into the ring, the operator continues to make 

adjustments so that these particles circulate in the machine in 

The inside of an x-ray lab experimental “hutch,” circa 1997. (P. Doing)
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the most effi cient manner possible and collide with each other at 

just the right place.

After injection, an “experimental run” offi cially begins. During 

experimental runs, all the researchers at the lab—members of the 

particle group and of the x-ray group alike—pursue their different 

experiments at the same time. While members of the particle 

group monitor the results of electron- positron collisions in their 

detector, x-ray experimenters work in the experimental stations 

on the laboratory fl oor, exploring the interactions between the 

x-rays emanating from the ring and a variety of materials rang-

ing from semi- conductors to proteins and viruses. Over the lab-

 wide intercom, the machine operator contacts both the x-ray area 

and the particle group’s control room to announce that the “run” 

has begun. These “HEP [high- energy physics] runs,” as everyone 

at the lab called them, were generally scheduled for an hour. At 

the end of the hour, the machine again contacts the x-ray area 

and the particle group to announce the end of the run, “dump-

ing” the remaining particles from the ring and injecting new ones 

for another run.

During laboratory running periods, this pattern of operation 

repeats continually for four or fi ve days out of every seven. Dur-

ing these periods, the lab runs 24 hours a day, with the staff and 

the experimental groups “pulling shifts” round the clock. On the 

other two or three days, the particle group conducts “machine 

studies”—experimental tests that are used to gather new informa-

tion about the capabilities of the machine, the detector, and the 

x-ray lab. “Machine studies” time is also used to test new compo-

nents of the machine, the detector, and the x-ray lab. Between 

these two functions, HEP runs and machine studies, the labora-

tory is staffed, open, and operating 24 hours a day, seven days a 

week, 52 weeks a year, although this pattern is broken when the 
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laboratory interrupts, sometimes for months at a time, to per-

form upgrades to the facility. On this night, many runs were 

being “dumped” early.

The dripping stalactites on the ceiling of the tunnel gave the impression 

that it was alive. The many- legged dust- colored insects that occasion-

ally darted out from under pieces of equipment and the rumored tunnel 

rats fi lled out the ecosystem. A certain anxiety visited me every time I 

went in the tunnel. We were repeatedly told of the dangers of the tunnel 

and the consequences of a mistake. The worst thing was to be the last 

one out there, delaying the start up of the machine. Well, the worst thing 

was to break something, to bring the machine down. Walking among 

equipment I did not understand, I pretended that it was natural that I 

was there. It’s true that our equipment was out there. Pipes attached to 

the machine in which the electrons were accelerated in a disjointed circle 

“collected” the x-rays that were discharged as each particle’s trajectory 

was forcefully changed by magnetic fi elds. They might have been our 

pipes, but it was the particle group’s tunnel. Like work gangs on some 

kind of futuristic highway of steel, copper, and aluminum, these groups 

of men would be surrounding and climbing on different sections of the 

machine as I passed by. I remember how I felt obligated to explain what 

we were doing. They were always skeptical. They called us the “country 

club.” We were the dilettantes, the tourists.

 The big news around the lab at this time was the competitions 

between the particle physics group at our lab and another group at 

another lab. A big new detector would be funded for B-meson studies 

with a new ring. It would set the lab up for the next ten years, maybe 

more. I heard that a lot of the guys working on the proposal had come 

from the Superconducting Supercollider project. We were a lot smaller 

than the other lab in the competition, but we had a chance. We could 

do it for a lot less money, and we knew we could do it just as well. Well, 

I used to say “we” when I talked about it to people, but it wasn’t “we” 
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really. We at the x-ray lab had very little to do with it. It was the par-

ticle group’s world. There was a buzz, though, an excitement in the air 

all through the lab. We were going to get the B-factory.

Just Our Luck: Ion Trapping as Operator Error

As a new operator, I was in much the same position as the major-

ity of the x-ray lab’s users. I had been working at the lab for about 

three months and had received a torrent of information concern-

ing the equipment and procedures. Comprehending the techni-

cal subtleties of the ring was somewhat of a stretch for me. As I 

struggled to understand these strange new surroundings, I had 

no recourse but to accept the interpretation of ion trapping as 

implied by the synchrotron group’s operator. I would convey to 

the users of the x-ray lab a sense of disappointment and apology, 

but not a sense that things could be otherwise, that this reality 

could be questioned. With time I became more familiar with more 

aspects of the lab. As I did so, I came to question my understand-

ing of the effect known as “ion trapping.” I came to see others 

doing so too. One indication that there could be more to the story 

was the seeming correspondence between periods of heavy ion 

trapping and the shift schedule of the machine operators. When 

experimenters who had noticed the same thing would come up 

to me and ask me why the trouble seemed to start at 4 p.m., for 

example, and to continue until about midnight, I would explain 

that it was a very complicated machine and that some operators 

were just better at running it than others. At this point my inter-

pretation of ion trapping had changed. It was still a technical 

problem, but it was not an intractable one. A talented machine 

operator could avoid it. As this version of ion trapping entered 

into my repertoire of explanation, the x-ray lab’s users would 

occasionally curse their luck at being scheduled at the same time 
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A printout of the synchrotron scoreboard. The x axis is the time in mili-
tary time. The y axis is the amount of electrons (dashed line) and posi-
trons (solid line) (in milliamperes) that are in the storage ring. Each run 
begins with injections that result in vertical lines. As the run progresses, 
the amount of electrons and positrons in the ring declines as particles 
are lost through collisions and other factors. If running were perfect, the 
scoreboard would show a “sawtooth” pattern all the way across. In this 
case, a fairly perfect sawtooth pattern of running is interrupted shortly 
after midnight—the time of a shift change in machine operators. Instead 
of more than four runs per 8-hour period, as had been the pattern, only 
two such runs were delivered in this shift. X-ray lab experimenters would 
point to such scoreboard output to bolster their point that the actual oper-
ator mattered to the running of the machine. The date of this record is 9/ 
13/ 98. This log was stored (in real time) in a database that can be accessed 
through the laboratory’s website.
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as a less- than- stellar machine group operator. At the start of any 

running period, I would make it a point to fi nd out which syn-

chrotron operators were scheduled while I was shifted in order to 

get a preview of what the running was going to be like. Again, I 

presented the situation to the x-ray lab experimenters, and it was 

taken, as unfortunate but necessary. This reality also could not be 

otherwise.

Protein crystallography was becoming a bigger and bigger part 

of work at the x-ray lab, and the protein crystallographers were 

the most diffi cult of the users at the lab s about. They would come 

around a corner with a distressed look. “Our beam is gone!” they 

would inform me without elaborating. Their tone implied that 

it was my fault. It used to work me up a little. Didn’t they under-

stand how complicated the machine was? There were at least a 

dozen ways in which the x-ray beam might drift slightly out of 

alignment with their apparatus. They didn’t know and didn’t 

care. It was my problem, and they expected their beam. The phys-

icists usually tried to empathize with the complications involved 

in running the storage ring. It was easier to explain to them that 

the machine was running poorly. I remember how the biologists 

seemed to take offense. Usually, a few minutes after a complaint 

from the biologists, the call would come down from the machine 

group operator: “Ion trapping!”

It was Christmas Eve day. The lab always ran 24 hours a day on holi-

days and new operators pulled these shifts. It could be very peaceful. 

The quiet hum of machinery, the low buzz of data collection. There 

were few calls from the outside. We were outcasts, underground in our 

own world. I had been at the lab six months and I was starting to feel 

comfortable. I was alone, in charge, and everything was working. Sud-

denly, a sharp, shrill beeping sound crackled through the air. In one of 
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the chambers in one of the pipes that were attached to the machine, the 

pressure was rising. That probably was because of a leak. One of the 

beryllium “windows” that allowed x-rays to pass through it but sep-

arated the vacuum in the machine from the atmosphere of the x-ray 

experimental stations was probably corrupted. It was time to go into 

the tunnel. But no one else from the x-ray lab was here. It was just me. 

There was only the synchrotron operator, and he had to stay in the con-

trol room. There was no way I could do it alone. I called the x-ray lab 

operations manager and after quizzing me, he came in.

 Well, this was real tunnel work, just him and me. We told the 

machine operator what was going on, the machine was shut down, and 

we went in. We sealed off the appropriate sections and broke the vac-

uum. Sure enough, the window was cracked. We wrestled a new one 

into place. We were like surgeons, with our white gloves and our seri-

ous, almost somber demeanor. It was in. Fire the pumps back up. It’s 

holding. The vacuum’s coming down. Right near the end I was shocked 

with fright when one of the cooling water fi ttings broke and an explo-

sion of water sprayed all over us and the equipment. But my mentor was 

calm, it was outside the pipe. It would dry. Everything was OK. Nothing 

was shorted. We fi nished our work. We returned our keys to the control 

room, explaining that everything was OK. It’s true, I was just the assis-

tant, but that trip into the tunnel changed me. From now on I would take 

a different tone with the machine people: more confi dent, more asser-

tive. I would hold my head higher when among them. (Operator Log, 

12/24/94)

Ion Trapping: The Robertson Effect

It was a rough night at the lab. There were many episodes of ion 

trapping. Tensions were rising, and users of the x-ray lab were 

getting exasperated. As the next operator came in to relieve me 
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of my shift and I told him about the short runs and frequent 

dumps, he said “Aaaah, the Robertson effect.” When I asked what 

the Robertson effect was, he told me that there was a particular 

machine group operator who had the ability to drive the machine 

to higher currents. The x-ray operator telling me this had been at 

the lab for a while and had been a manager at different points. He 

spoke to me with a slightly condescending tone. I was informed 

that Robertson (a pseudonym) was their “top gun.” My col-

league explained to me that for the particle physics group lumi-

nosity (that is, the number of particle collisions per unit of time) 

was critically important for the survival of their experiment. He 

told me that Robertson was the best machine operator at push-

ing the machine to higher and higher currents. Ion trapping was 

simply the result of the machine’s being pushed that hard. Rob-

ertson wasn’t incompetent. He was the best at his job! When he 

was on shift, we at the x-ray lab just had to live with periods when 

runs were shortened as a result of ion trapping as Robertson tried 

to fi nd ways to inject more particles into the ring. When he left 

his shift, the machine was very often running at higher currents 

(more particles in the machine) than when he had arrived. In the 

x-ray lab’s logbook, where I had previously kept a detailed record 

of every run as it ended early and was dumped, my replacement 

simply wrote that the “Robertson effect” was controlling the 

machine and that he would note the time when good running 

resumed (Operator Log, 4/17/95).

Now the situation had become more complicated and more 

diffi cult for me. I didn’t feel right relating this interpretation—that 

the machine was being purposely put into a mode where runs 

would be short and that “ion trapping” was a result of this activ-

ity—to users of the x-ray lab. For the most part, an increase in 

ring current was not critical to x-ray experiments. The fact that a 
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synchro tron was producing the x-rays made for plenty of power. 

What x-ray users needed was a steady beam and time to collect 

their data. After such periods of short runs and many dumps, 

it was often necessary to realign the x-ray experiments because 

a new “sweet spot” had been found for the particle beams that 

allowed the injection of more particles. Therefore, to explain 

to users that rough running and realignment of their experi-

ments was a matter of a lab policy of which they had not been 

informed, or something that our x-ray lab at least had no control 

over, seemed to me at the least awkward and at most disingenu-

ous. This situation created a tension on the laboratory fl oor and 

a parallel tension in laboratory meetings. In time, “The Robert-

son Effect” became a prominent topic of conversation through-

out the x-ray lab.

The competition was heating up. The word was that we were defi  nitely 

in the hunt. The other group was proposing technologies that hadn’t 

been used before. Our proposal relied on an extension of what we had 

already put to use at our lab. And we were coming in at half the price! It 

was a bit of a stretch, but we had shown that we could pull it off. And 

we had a history of pulling things off. The anticipation was palpable. 

We really were going to get the new B-factory!

Working Toward a New Order

“The Robertson Effect” was discussed in meetings of the x-ray 

lab’s senior staff. Other than me, the participants in those meet-

ings were the lab’s operations manager, the lab’s scientists, and 

the lab’s director and assistant director. These were the meetings 

at which management decisions regarding the development of 

the lab were made. The topic of machine running was always dis-

cussed as the fi rst item at a meeting. The following are summaries 
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of assertions and considerations that I recorded at the x-ray lab 

senior staff meetings that I attended as the assistant x-ray lab 

operations manager from March 1995 to April 1996:

X- ray lab needs to keep better records. Every week the particle group for-
gets what happened last week. They think everything was OK. This place 
has no institutional memory. We need a down to the hour log. The opera-
tors have to keep meticulous notes. We’ll present it in the machine group 
operations meeting, but we have to be clear and honest about our own 
problems. It has to be clear what was our fault and what was the machine. 
Don’t be heavy handed about it, just put the numbers up there so they 
can see what’s going on. Listen, they don’t want to be down all the time 
either.

X- ray lab needs to be somehow experimentally disengaged from the 
machine and particle groups. What we need is a feedback system! That 
will take care of this whole thing. Its simple: set a range of allowable 
motion for the particle beams as they pass through the x-ray lab region 
and lock it in. If the particles stray out of range, have a feedback loop 
kick the magnets to steer them back. It could all be automated! Nobody 
would have to think about it anymore. But whose monitors should we 
use to detect where the particles are, theirs or ours? Well, ours moni-
tored the x-rays, theirs monitored the particles themselves. Do ours 
work? Do theirs work? How do we know that they work? We can’t tie 
the operation of the machine to fl aky monitors. The particle group will 
never strap themselves to our x-ray lab monitors. Yeah they will, it will 
help them, it’ll keep us out of their hair. The thing is they don’t trust our 
monitors.

They say our monitors are fl aky—are they? Who’s in charge of our moni-
tors? How can we have monitors that we don’t trust? That’s absurd. We 
need to be able to move them remotely to test them, we have to schedule 
time to go in the tunnel and make sure the motors are working and cali-
brated. We could move the monitors or move the beam. For the machine 
group to trust our monitors we need to calibrate our monitors to their 
beam monitors and then to the signals that power the magnets. We can’t 
check them without beam time. We have to propose machine time for 
this—but our house has to be in order fi rst!
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From these senior staff meetings we at the x-ray lab developed 

a strategy. For our reports at the machine group operations meet-

ing and for any future hardware feedback system, we needed to 

put in a major effort to prove to the particle group that our posi-

tion monitors could be trusted, that when we said the beam 

moved that means it moved. To do this we knew we needed to 

include them in the calibration process. Our operations man-

ager felt that he could work closely with the CESR operations 

manager, who he felt was at least not hostile to our cause. The 

operations manager was put in charge of the project from our 

end. His mission was to get our own house in order and work 

with their operations people in order that our monitors could be 

trusted.

One day, the x-ray lab’s operations manager was out. It was a 

big day for me. I was to take his place at the meeting where syn-

chrotron “machine time” devoted to future laboratory devel-

opments would be allocated. There I was, in a room full of 

world- class physicists, some of whom had built the machine 20 

years earlier, standing up and giving a presentation about why 

we at the x-ray lab needed dedicated storage- ring time to cali-

brate our position monitors. We needed to run the machine and 

read our position monitors, and then gain access to the tunnel to 

check and calibrate the motors that controlled the physical posi-

tion of the beam position monitors, in order to cross check our 

readings. My presentation was short, with not much discussion. 

I was told to talk with the head of the machine group after the 

meeting. I found him in the hallway, talking to other members 

of the machine group. After waiting to speak, I began to explain 

our need. I had never met the machine group leader. Before I was 

through, the group leader looked up, over my head, and, with a 

somewhat annoyed tone, asked another machine group member 
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“Is this really important?” I was allowed to fi nish my pitch, but 

we did not get any time that week.

Meanwhile, the situation with the biologists was worsen-

ing. At any given time, there were two or three protein crystal-

lography groups running a total of six to nine experiments on 

the x-ray lab’s beamlines. Moreover, the time allotted to these 

groups was getting shorter and shorter, which meant that any 

diffi culties were magnifi ed. Some groups only had 12 hours to 

work, and 24 hours was not uncommon. The apparatus for these 

biology experiments was very similar even on different exper-

imental stations, and the performance of this equipment was 

monitored and supported by an organizationally separate group 

within the x-ray lab. This bio- x group (called MacCHESS, the 

‘Mac’ standing for ‘macromolecular crystallography’) fi elded 

feedback from groups who conducted these experiments at the 

lab and also pursued their own biological research projects. I had 

begun to take on more responsibility at the lab and was directly 

involved in overseeing the performance of the x-ray optics asso-

ciated with these experiments. Relations between the bio- x 

group and me were worsening. Week after week in the general 

x-ray lab operations meeting the bio- x group would explain 

how much time in their experiments was lost, during the pre-

vious week, because of x-ray beam motion. It was frustrating for 

me because it wasn’t clear how much responsibility an experi-

mental group should rightfully bear for re- aligning their experi-

ments in the course of a running period. It seemed reasonable 

to me that they should make periodic adjustments as their 

experiment went on, but they didn’t see it that way. At other 

synchrotron sources they could go 12 hours or more without re- 

aligning. Why should they have to do it here? This situation was 

further confounded by the fact that that the beam motion could 
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be coming from two fundamentally different sources. It was pos-

sible that the particle beam was moving in the ring, but it was 

also possible that the x-ray optics that monochromatized the 

“white” x-ray light coming from the machine were distorting or 

otherwise fl exing as a result of the heat load from the powerful 

incident beam and thus causing the x-rays that made it to the 

experiment to move around. Since we couldn’t trust our beam-

 position monitors located “upstream” of the monochromators, 

we couldn’t clearly distinguish these two cases. Any episode of 

beam motion, then, would require time- consuming and often 

controversial investigation, with the biologists indignant that 

an investigation had to be conducted at all.

There was an defl ated anxiety in the hallways of the lab. The par-

ticle physics group had not been awarded the big project! The award 

had gone to the other lab! There was a sense of dismay. Was it anger 

too? A classic case of politics. It was a presidential election year. The 

region that was granted the money was a known high- technology area 

with many important electoral votes. It was an obvious pork- barrel job. 

Those electoral votes were going to come in handy, and they were worth 

the extra money. How could we compete with that? Who was it going 

to help to pump money into our region? Technically both laboratories 

could do it, and our price tag was half of theirs. If they were chosen, it 

was because of politics. Well, we knew we lived in a political world, and 

everyone knew that it wasn’t the fi rst time politics had intruded into 

scientifi c research. Several physicists at the lab had been through the 

crushing cancellation of the Superconducting Supercollider only a few 

years before. The mood was down, frustrated. These were good techni-

cal ideas—nothing was wrong with them, and they would lead to good 

science. Things were going the wrong way, for the wrong reasons, and it 

was out of our control. The sense of loss was palpable.
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Toward a New Understanding

We understood the kind of pressure that the particle group was 

under. Theirs was an experiment that compiled statistical data 

over months and years. For them, the more collisions between 

particles that they could record, the better their experimental 

results would be. Accordingly, they were always looking for ways 

to get more particles into the ring. If, during the operation of the 

machine, clues were deciphered that pointed to a way to increase 

the number of particles in the machine, it was considered a good 

risk to try something on the spot. Sure, there was risk, but it was 

worth it. We didn’t want to be seen as self- serving complainers 

who didn’t understand the big picture, but we did want to make 

our needs known more strongly.

We always gave a report at the end of the lab- wide operations 

meetings. Whereas before our reports were cursory, we now put 

up our new “accounting chart” that simply stated the amount 

of scheduled beam time that we used for experimenting and the 

amount of scheduled beam time that we did not, with a break-

down of the unused time into categories of our own operational 

problems and operational problems of the ring in general. We 

didn’t spend much time elaborating on our own problems 

or pressing for answers with regard to ring operation. We just 

put the fi gures up for all to see. As time went on, this chart 

became an accepted and standard part of the lab- wide opera-

tions meeting.

Meanwhile, all of us, the particle group included, dreamed 

of the feedback system that would solve this problem once and 

for all. We imagined a time when we wouldn’t have to argue or 

even think about these matters; they would be taken care of in 

hardware. The particle people could do what they wanted, and 
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A chart presented by the x-ray lab’s operations manager at a meeting of 
the CESR operations group. “HEP shift” means High Energy Physics shift 
(the time in which both the x-ray lab and the particle group conduct their 
experiments). Each shift is 8 hours. In this report, 18.5 shifts were sched-
uled, but only 13.5 of those shifts were usable by the groups. Out of just 
over 6 days of running that were scheduled, about 4.5 days’ running was 
“delivered.” The effi ciency percentage at the bottom refers to problems 
that x-ray lab had while there was usable HEP running. This chart was pre-
sented as a simple record of the previous week’s activity. (P. Doing)
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it wouldn’t affect us! The particle group would no longer have 

to put up with us on their back all the time. If only there could 

be such a system, we could stop worrying about this. I remem-

ber another machine group operations meeting: I was scanning 

around the room—the head of the particle group, the head of the 

x-ray lab—my eyes came to rest on a former head of the parti-

cle group seated in front of me. He was a man who carried great 

technical authority at the lab. He usually ended the conversa-

tions. In the meeting I could see him paying close attention to 

our x-ray lab operations manager’s presentation. The topic was, 

again, loss of x-ray lab experimental time due to particle beam 

motion. Our operations manager was putting up the viewgraph 

of our accounting chart. The former particle group detector’s yel-

low pad was in view directly in front of me, and I couldn’t help 

but notice when he wrote “get somebody serious on the x-ray lab 

feedback.”

After a few months, a solution was proposed, although it was not 

the hardware system that was dreamed of. For the x-ray lab, the 

most diffi cult part of the current situation was the uncertainty. To 

not know when experiments were going to have to be re-aligned 

and for x-ray lab users to never know when the beam was going 

to go away caused a constant level of anxiety. Maybe if we could 

at least be certain of some period of smooth running, then we 

would be willing to accept other periods of rough running. From 

this concession, a new policy of machine operation was born. 

Soon a new kind of schedule was released that described new run-

ning modes that would be in effect for any running period. It was 

agreed that there would be periods of “intensive tuning” during 

which the machine operator was under no constraints in terms 

of beam position or run length, periods of “intermediate tuning” 

during which run lengths would be set at 60 minutes but there 
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would only be moderate constraints on beam position, and peri-

ods of “minimal tuning” during which the run lengths would be 

90 minutes and the beam position would be held as steady as pos-

sible. This agreement was seen as the best way for the time being, 

for the particle group could properly pursue the goal of higher 

luminosity while the x-ray lab could be assured that during at 

least some periods the running of the machine would be run to 

their specifi cations. The head of CESR operations group and the 

head of the CHESS operations group were still working on a hard-

ware feedback system, but no one knew quite what that system 

would look like. This agreement would see the lab through until 

that dreamt- of time when the technology would serve everyone’s 

needs.

When I fi rst learned of this agreement, I was disappointed. 

Being relatively new in the ranks of management, and not having 

lived through the early history of the laboratory, I felt as if we at 

the x-ray lab were giving something away that was rightfully ours. 

After all, weren’t those periods already supposed to be for x-ray 

running? Why did we have experimenters scheduled for those 

times? Now we were saying that a certain amount of that time was 

going to be basically unusable and we were only getting in return 

usable time that was already ours. I remember how awkward it 

was when I fi rst explained to users that some of their scheduled 

time would be unusable. I was in the minority, however. Others 

saw that we would now have to spend less of our time amassing 

technical arguments about how the machine performance and 

we could spend more time concentrating on the support and exe-

cution of x-ray experiments.

What was previously unsaid was now on the table for discussion. 

It was envisioned that the lab would now run more smoothly. A 

new line had been drawn. During intensive tuning periods, we 

at the x-ray lab could make no bones about what happened, and 
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this allowed the particle group to have a legitimate chance to 

increase ring currents and therefore luminosity. Outside of those 

periods, however, the x-ray lab was to have a more powerful voice 

than ever.

“Hey, you guys haven’t taken over yet?” I took the jestful barb in stride 

as I lay underneath a magnet assembly in the tunnel. “Well, its only a 

matter of time. Just remember to take care of us.” My antagonist walked 

on, laughing. Just a passing joke, from one worker to another. “We’ll 

see,” I responded, going along with the line of the contact. I didn’t really 

think about it, I just liked being involved in banter. He didn’t know any-

thing special. He was just talking. Nevertheless, things had defi nitely 

changed.

 It had now been about four years since I fi rst came out into this 

tunnel. We were no longer intruders. We belonged. I belonged. The 

x-ray lab was on the map. The crews knew it. They could sense the 

changes. Rumors were going around the lab. Everybody was talking 

about how the particle group had had to play the x-ray lab card hard 

in their last round of funding (Field Notes, Book 2, 3/28/97). Now 

they needed us! What was the future of this place? What was going 

to happen in ten years? Would the particle group still be funded? Did 

the future belong to the x-ray lab? I noticed that the machine guys 

seemed to be treating us x-ray lab guys a little differently. We had a 

job opening, and a lot of the machine technicians were interested in 

it. They were nicer to us. They started asking more questions about 

what we did. I felt more comfortable in the tunnel, more welcome. I 

liked walking around it, scanning the different shapes and textures 

of the various pieces of equipment. If I stopped and asked a machine 

person what a particular piece was, or how it worked, it wasn’t seen 

as an interruption. I was growing more confi dent, I could talk the 

talk. They too had changed. They were more interested and more 

accommodating.
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The Disappearance of Ion Trapping: Epistemic Politics and 

Laboratory Operations

If an anthropologist, or a new operator, or a user, or the direc-

tor of the National Science Foundation walked into the lab after 

these negotiations were put in place and talked to people, read 

memos, looked at log books, and listened to announcements, she 

or he would not hear the term “ion trapping” in the intra- group 

discourse in the lab. In a stark change from when I started at the 

lab, the term “ion trapping” was no longer used, argued about, 

or deconstructed. It just wasn’t there. For me, the disappearance 

of ion trapping followed several stages of understanding. Each 

stage of understanding goes along with a different model of the 

relationship between the technical and the political. I came to 

see technical statements as performances of models of the rela-

tionship between the technical and the political conducted with 

different audiences and forums of presentation in mind. As it was 

with the models of the relationship between codifi able theory 

and lived experience in the making of technical knowledge in 

the episodes between the operators and scientists described in the 

previous chapter, these models of technology are performed and 

put to use. But why do certain performances succeed and others 

fail, and how does this change over time? In the episode at hand, 

why did these different performances by the x-ray group and the 

particle group work at different times?

Ion Trapping as Technical Diffi culty

When I began working as an x-ray lab operator, ion trapping was 

presented to me as an intractable technical problem that some-

times arose, and I took that to be so. It simply meant that the lab 
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was experiencing technical diffi culties. Referring to a model of 

unruly technology and helpless technologists, we choreographed 

our practice on the fl oor. I offered apologetic explanations to inex-

perienced users, who took what I said as a matter of fact. I told the 

experimenters that there was ion trapping in the machine and 

that we would refi ll immediately to correct the problem. At this 

point, the particle group operator and I were performing a cer-

tain model of the agency of technology. Sometimes, in some sit-

uations, technology simply breaks and there is nothing one can 

practically do about it. The only thing we could do was react to 

such times as best we could. As the machine operator spoke to 

me and I subsequently spoke to the x-ray lab experimenters, the 

image conveyed was that we were in one of those situations.

In order for the machine operator and me to perform the model 

of his passivity with respect to the inevitable breakdown of the 

machine successfully, we relied on a conception of our respective 

audiences as users who were not to question our presentations. To 

the machine operator, the x-ray group was simply a parasite that 

he was required by the rules of the lab to keep informed regard-

ing the status of the machine. He regarded this necessity as a 

chore that kept him from his main business at the lab: running 

the machine. People at the x-ray lab were uninformed outsiders 

who were lucky to be able to use what they received. The accelera-

tor was a “multiple- variable nightmare” that even physicists who 

had been working on it for more than a decade couldn’t control. 

Why would the machine operator waste time trying to explain 

something that x-ray lab people lacked the capacity to under-

stand? I (as a new operator) and the experimenters on the fl oor of 

the x-ray lab also saw ourselves as essentially passive. What could 

we do? Machine people ran the machine, x-ray lab people were 

informed of the status of the machine as a service provided by the 
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machine group, and at this time the machine was experiencing 

technical diffi culties. Referring to a model of unruly technology 

and helpless technologists, we choreographed our practice on the 

fl oor. I offered apologetic explanations to inexperienced users, 

who took what I said matter- of-factly. I told the experimenters 

that there was ion trapping in the machine and that we would 

refi ll immediately to correct the problem.

Ion Trapping as Operator Error

In time, an interpretation arose at the x-ray lab whereby the 

nature of a technical diffi culty and the conception of the x-ray lab 

as a passive user of the machine changed. In time, there was seen 

to be a connection between the operators and the effect known 

as ion trapping. Like users who had been to the lab before, and 

like more senior staff members, I began to note an association 

between ion trapping and particular operator shifts. Ion trapping 

seemed to occur frequently on some shifts and infrequently on 

others. I began to take explanations of ion trapping differently. 

Ion trapping was not some inevitable technological occurrence; 

rather, it was an indication of a certain lack of talent on the part 

of the operator running the machine. Now we were dealing with 

operators who could control the machine if they were good, if 

they paid enough attention, if they were experienced enough, 

if they had enough skill. Tensions arose when the machine 

dumped and an explanation of ion trapping was offered. The x-ray 

lab experimenters and I were upset that the machine operator tell-

ing us that there was a problem did not have the ability to avoid 

the problem. The model of technical knowledge and identity had 

changed. The political and the technical were now connected to 

the extent that we felt that some control of the operation of the 
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ring was possible. Ion trapping wasn’t inevitable; the lab could 

do something. Machine operators should have more time on the 

machine before they were allowed to run the machine alone. 

Why couldn’t there be an experienced operator on my shift!? In 

this milieu, users felt more of a right to protest and question what 

was going on. After all, if some operators could avoid ion trap-

ping, why couldn’t the others? The lab could arrange for better 

training of the CESR operators. Along with this model whereby 

problems were not inevitable came a new conception of ourselves 

as users. We could do something about our situation. After all, 

we knew best who did the job well and who didn’t. Maybe the 

accelerator lab’s management wasn’t getting the right informa-

tion. Knowing that there was a human element also meant that 

we could, and should, expect more from the machine operators. 

We became upset when ion trapping occurred. We asserted to 

the machine operator and among ourselves that such problems 

could be avoided. We did not see ourselves as passive users. Per-

haps we didn’t know how the machine worked, but we knew who 

did know and who didn’t, and that was something. We had the 

right to expect the machine group to do what it took to avoid ion 

trapping.

While our conception of ourselves as more active users was 

growing, the machine operators’ attitude toward us stayed the 

same as before. They informed us of the status of the machine 

without engaging us in explanations or discussions of the matter. 

As we came to see ourselves as properly involved in such discus-

sions, the machine group’s view of us as passive users remained 

the same, and tension rose on the laboratory fl oor. Conversations 

between x-ray operators and machine group operators were more 

heated, and x-ray lab experimenters voiced their frustrations 

more and more each time the machine had to be dumped because 
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of ion trapping. This situation eventually became untenable, but 

not before I, and the x-ray group, underwent a profound shift in 

our conceptions of technical knowledge production and in our 

conceptions of who we were and who we could be as “users” of 

this laboratory.

Ion Trapping as Political Choice

After my initiation from the senior operator, as I moved up in 

the laboratory hierarchy, and as I spent more time in meetings 

away from the laboratory fl oor discussing episodes after the fact, 

I began to get a sense of a world in which a technical decision or 

explanation was not a simple matter. At the x-ray lab, we gradu-

ally became convinced that a policy toward the running of the 

machine was implicated in diagnoses like ion trapping. To us at 

this time, ion trapping was what happened when the machine 

was run in a certain way. To say that a run had to end because of 

ion trapping was to sidestep the fact that the machine had been 

purposely put into a confi guration such that ion trapping would 

arise. Ion trapping was not a technical inevitability or a matter of 

lack of preparation, training, or skill. “Ion trapping” was code for 

a political choice. Here we performed a model of technical knowl-

edge whereby the political and the technical were fundamen-

tally intertwined. In the x-ray lab, we saw the machine group as 

adept choreographers of a complicated machine, able to draw on 

a complex repertoire of “technical” explanations to obscure their 

motivations and keep dissent at bay. This interpretation wasn’t 

referred to explicitly outside our lab, either to the machine people 

or to the users, but it was at play in discussions among staff mem-

bers of the x-ray lab, and it bolstered our subsequent actions. No 

one in our camp at that time protested that such a blurring of 
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the technical and the political was possible (Field Notes, Book 7, 

10/3/96). As we came to this conception, we also came to a new 

understanding of ourselves as users. We were no longer passive 

recipients of knowledge, nor were we a feedback mechanism 

whereby skill and talent were discerned. We were now, accord-

ing to our conception of ourselves, active players in the rework-

ing of the technical and political choreography at the lab. In this 

sense, we saw ourselves as aware simultaneously of the political 

and technical modes, working to perform a new order.

Ion Trapping and Epistemic Politics at the Lab

One author in the study of science and technology has written 

about how different conceptions of the agency of laboratory tech-

nology are put to use by laboratory members. Andrew Pickering 

(1995: 22– 23) specifi cally argues that scientists sometimes per-

form a model of the nature of technology as passive and some-

times perform a model of technology as active in a dialectic of 

“resistance and accommodation” in a “mangle of practice” (ibid.: 

104– 109). My analysis draws upon Pickering’s assertion but dif-

fers in that in Pickering there is a sense of inevitability, that scien-

tists inevitably go through these stages as they work and that it is 

not something the practitioners can change and control. For this 

book, the question is who controls such dynamics and how. At 

the lab, we were putting these different models to use amid con-

straints of relations of access and voice with regard to authority 

and control. At the x-ray lab, we came to a conception whereby 

technology was permeated by politics and we were no longer pas-

sive recipients of knowledge or a feedback mechanism whereby 

skill and talent were discerned but rather active players in the 

reworking of the technical and political choreography at the lab. 
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With this model of technology as politics and a new sense of our-

selves as active users added to our repertoire of justifi cations for 

action, we embarked on a project to change the way the machine 

was run. The diffi culty was that the machine group did not explic-

itly acknowledge our new understanding of the technology, and 

we could not do so explicitly either. We could not simply accuse 

them of ulterior motives; we knew that would be unproduc-

tive. Our fi rst strategy was to make it explicit that we were keep-

ing records of the operation of the machine. By presenting our 

records in a matter- of-fact way to the machine group during the 

joint operations meetings of our groups, we worked to achieve our 

political goal of having the machine run differently. The machine 

group would engage with our discussion of particular problems 

during the “bad” periods, thus subtly and gracefully acknowledg-

ing that “bad” running existed. In doing so, the machine group 

gave our group new and important epistemic space. We were 

recognized as able to monitor and record the operation of the 

machine using both outputs from our x-ray position monitors, 

which had recently undergone focused developments conducted 

jointly with the machine group, and readouts from experiments 

that were conducted on the x-ray lab fl oor. Although the machine 

group had its own beam position monitors, they allowed that the 

x-ray position monitors told the more precise story closer to the 

point of contact. The machine group, then, did not as a matter 

of course question the basis for our reports of machine opera-

tions with respect to the stability of the beam in our areas. In the 

forum of the joint operations meeting, with the heads of both 

laboratories present amid high- ranking members of the techni-

cal staff, it was granted that the technical basis for our reports was 

“our own business,” so to speak. We were allowed to bring to the 
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table a technical parameter that would be accepted into consid-

erations of the operation of the machine, and we were in charge 

of the production of that technical parameter. Our status was not 

simply passive recipients of “information” about the machine. In 

this regard we were now accepted as knowledge producers. In this 

way, through negotiation of a right to claim a different epistemic 

territory, enacted particularly in the joint operations meeting, 

a new dynamic of knowledge production and acceptance was 

brought about at the lab whereby the x-ray group had a new voice 

in the operation of the machine.

During the course of this change, the technical assessment of 

ion trapping can be seen as taking on a new meaning at the lab. 

For the machine group, ion trapping had originally been seen as, 

and presented as, a risk of the normal operation of the machine. 

At the x-ray lab, however, we saw ion trapping not as a risk of 

normal operations but rather as the direct result of a purposeful 

decision to conduct in situ experiments with the machine. It was 

these in situ experiments that led directly to “technical” problems 

like “ion trapping.” We were working to have what was previously 

considered the normal operation of the machine to be seen now 

as abnormal. In time, a settlement was proposed. There would 

be times when to run the machine would be “good” (for us) and 

times when to run it would be “bad” (for us). We would agree on 

these times in advance. Essentially, there would be times when 

the machine was accountable to us and times when it was not. 

At the x-ray lab, we saw this as doing away with the frustrating 

practice of performing of the “technical” explanation of “ion trap-

ping” as standing in for the political choice of how the machine 

was run. The amount of “tuning” that was being conducted on 

the machine was now the overriding factor in negotiations about 
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how the machine was performing. Announcements and discus-

sions of ion trapping faded away. Now arguments between the 

two groups were over adherence to the run schedule, rather than 

over ion trapping and how best to “fi x” it. As the x-ray group’s 

conception of itself as a user had changed, and as the machine 

group came to accept the x-ray lab’s more active and more con-

trolling role, boundaries were renegotiated. What counted as a 

properly “technical” explanation by the machine group on the 

laboratory fl oor was resisted, and there was a new acceptance of 

“technical” presentations by the x-ray lab group at the joint oper-

ations meetings. Performances of old routines would no longer 

suffi ce as a new choreography of knowledge, identity, and author-

ity was put in place.

Epilogue: Hardware Feedback as the Ultimate Solution

Throughout the episode described in this chapter, both groups 

promoted the vision of a hardware feedback system, a “techno-

logical fi x” that would lay all consternation to rest. When it came 

time for me to leave the laboratory, a version of such a system was 

being “turned on” for the fi rst time during running. I remem-

ber that hardware feedback was the primary topic of one of the 

last meetings of the x-ray operations group I attended. Everyone 

had been anxiously awaiting its implementation. The machine 

group’s operations manager and the x-ray group’s operations 

manager had been working together for more than a year, and a 

method of control had been agreed upon. The various operators 

had been briefed on the feedback system’s operation, and over 

the weekend it had been turned on. The x-ray lab’s operations 

manager was the last to arrive at the meeting, and everyone was 

anticipating his report. He explained that the system had some 
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successes and some failures in its fi rst run. For some of the time, 

the system ran as users experimented and the beam in the x-ray 

areas was very steady. Sometimes, however, the beams went the 

wrong way, causing the machine to dump. I remember the x-ray 

lab director listening silently to the operations manager’s report 

and then exclaiming “Wait a minute, wait a minute. Did it go out 

of whack or did they drive it out of whack?”





One day, at the lab, I was “tending to my garden”—an expres-

sion one of the scientists used to mean readying an experimen-

tal station for a run (Field Notes, Book 2, 2/19/97). I was weeding 

out some extra wires from the control rack and cleaning some 

papers off the desk. I didn’t mind if a few cables were too long or 

too short, or if there were a few stray objects in the experimental 

hutch. Some guys had to have it perfect, but for me a little clut-

ter was just right. I was the assistant operations manager. I spent 

a lot of time in meetings, planning and arguing, and I welcomed 

opportunities like this to work by myself out on the experimental 

fl oor. Just get it done, make it work; nothing else mattered but the 

here and now. There was an excitement to it—I would be doing 

experiments! I had been at the lab about fi ve years now. A new 

kind of experiment involving protein crystallography, a new 

experi mental way to map out the atomic structure of viruses and 

proteins, had become popular at my station. A staff scientist was 

in charge of the station, but he and I had been working together 

for a few years and I had been involved in the development of 

almost all the equipment used here. The experimental technique 

to be used tonight had already been published, but it was new 

enough that getting it to work was still a pretty big deal. For the 

5 The Absorption Correction: Biologists, Physicists,

and a Re-Defi nition of Proper Experimentation
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scientist, who would not be an author on a paper published by 

the biolo gists, it was a “time sink”; he would work hard all night 

to get only, perhaps, an acknowledgement. The scientist pretty 

much left these nights to me, and I enjoyed them.

Protein crystallography experiments in general had always been 

prominent at the lab, but now it was really starting to take over. 

When the x-ray lab was fi rst built, one station out of six stations 

was capable of doing these kinds of experiments, and even that 

one station supported other kinds of work too. When the lab 

expanded, two stations of nine were devoted to protein crystal-

lography full time. Now, about half of the time on my particular 

station was given over to this kind of biological research, mak-

ing it 2.5 out of 9. Among the physicists at the lab there was 

some grumbling about this trend. To them, the biologists were 

not “real” experimenters because what they really did was take 

measurements, not do conduct scientifi c experiments. The tone 

of this characterization would change, however, when the lab 

proudly announced in reports the various successes of the biolo-

gists in the journals Science and Nature magazines. To the us x-ray 

lab operators, all the groups who came to use the lab were users. 

That was the offi cial word. And to us, users meant demands. Users 

meant pressure. Users meant having to explain things over and 

over. Users meant complaints. Users meant unreasonable expec-

tations. Users just didn’t understand. And the biologists were at 

the head of the user class in most or all of these categories. They 

understood the least about how a synchrotron operates, and they 

were the most unreasonable users. We were also aware, however, 

that there now existed large facilities (in the United States, the 

Advanced Photon Source at Fermi lab in Chicago, the Stanford 

Synchrotron Light Source, and the National Synchrotron Light 

Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island) that 
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had many beamlines dedicated to protein crystallography from 

dedicated storage rings used solely as x-ray sources. In com-

parison with these sources, where runs could last more than 12 

hours, ours was a short and sometimes bumpy ride. This ten-

sion between expectations built up at the other available sources 

and the realities on the x-ray lab’s fl oor could lead to uncomfort-

able moments during the runs and was sometimes held against 

the biologists. On the night in question, I noticed that before the 

biology group was to arrive at my station there was a small block 

of time reserved by the new director of protein crystallography 

experiments at the lab, whom I had only recently met. I didn’t 

know what he wanted to do. I was engrossed in setting up the sta-

tion when he arrived with a colleague, whom I recognized as the 

head of a protein crystallography group at a university that was a 

regular user at the lab.

I was in the middle of checking out the functions of the mono-

chromator and setting it to the proper wavelength when the direc-

tor and his colleague arrived. I briefl y explained to them that I was 

checking to make sure that the monochromator worked prop-

erly before setting it to the proper wavelength. As we talked, they 

asked me how short of wavelength the monochromator could be 

set to before the intensity of the x-rays provided to the station fell 

off signifi cantly. I showed the x-ray lab’s protein crystallography 

director a chart of wavelength versus intensity that was measured 

at the station a few years before, and he in turn showed it to the 

colleague. They wanted to know how it really was now, in prac-

tice. At how short a wavelength could this station be functionally 

run? When I told them it would be easy to check, they became 

noticeably more interested in my input to the conversation. They 

asked me how long it would take to do half a dozen intensity mea-

surements at different wavelengths. When I told them it would 
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take less than an hour, they said “Let’s do it!” For the next hour I 

could feel the excitement of the two researchers as I proudly put 

the monochromator through its paces and recorded the results 

(X-ray lab F2 Logbook). I was lost in my work, tending to my gar-

den, and the hour passed in what seemed like fi ve minutes. At the 

end, I remember feeling pleased as the director and his colleague 

thanked me and left. I was in a good mood as I turned my atten-

Schematic diagram of the F-2 x-ray station. “Hutch” refers to the room 
where the experiment is conducted. “Coffi n” refers to a sealed- off vacuum 
chamber through which the x-rays pass on their way to the hutch. The 
monochromator is located inside of the sealed coffi n. In this diagram, the 
monochromator is represented by the two thin rectangles marked Si(111). 
This refers to the fact that the monochromator uses two pieces of crystal-
line Silicon whose atomic plane orientation is (111) two monochromate 
the beam. Depending on the angle of the fi rst monochromator crystal 
to the incoming “raw” synchrotron x-ray beam, only a particular wave-
length of x-rays will diffract and be passed on. The second monochroma-
tor crystal diffracts this diffracted beam at a parallel angle such that the 
monochromatized x-rays proceed to the “hutch.” (Doing 1994)



The CHESS F2 x-ray monochromator in 2000. The whole mechanism can 
be rotated in order to “select” different wavelengths out of the incom-
ing “white” x-ray beam and pass them on to the hutch. In this picture, 
the “fi rst crystal” of the monochromator diffracts a monochromatic 
beam downward and at an angle onto the “second crystal,” which then 
re- directs the beam (again through diffraction) to the hutch. A water cool-
ing manifold can be seen entering the top of the “fi rst crystal” assembly. 
The incoming beam is very powerful; the “fi rst crystal” must be cooled so 
that it does not distort (due to a heat load), which would compromise the 
diffraction process. (P. Doing)
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tion to the graduate students from the group scheduled for the 

night’s run who had begun to mill about the station.

About two months later, as I was walking in the hallway, a staff 

scientist passed me and said “Hey, I heard you got author on a 

paper!” What was he talking about? My mind raced to think how 

this could be so. I went to check my mailbox. Sure enough, there 

was a reprint from a prominent journal in crystallography, and 

I was one of the fi ve authors named (Helliwell 1993)! I quickly 

sat down and read the paper. The point of the paper was that 

perhaps protein crystallography experiments should be done at 

much higher energies, and that monochromators used for such 

work should be redesigned accordingly. My contribution, appar-

ently, was to provide some hard numbers for the capability of our 

laboratory’s monochromator systems. I remember being a little 

bit confused at the time. Other operators seemed to have differ-

ing views as to what kind of work was simply routine “set-up” and 

what kind of work was an important contribution to an experi-

ment. In general, the other operators’ view was that they did con-

tribute in important ways and that those contributions were only 

labeled as routine by those in charge of the experiment. I remem-

ber thinking that in the case in question I hadn’t done anything 

very different from the kind of work that had been taken for 

granted in the past. My thoughts were (1) that the new director of 

protein crystallography was trying to ingratiate himself with staff 

members and (2) that the other operators were going to get wind 

of this and then wonder if I was getting preferential treatment. At 

any rate, I was glad about what had happened.

A few weeks later, it was announced that the colleague who had 

helped conduct the short- wavelength experiment and write the 

paper was going to come to our laboratory to spend the summer 

in residence. With this news, considerations of a move to higher 
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energies achieved the level of a slight buzz around the lab. It was 

a topic of conversations in offi ces, in hallways, and on the labora-

tory fl oor. I had learned by this time that the trick was to fi nd out 

what was hot, then start working on it at just the right time. If you 

started on something too early, you were out of touch, wasting 

your time, and not doing what you were supposed to be doing. 

If you started too late, you were left behind and then all you ever 

got to do was what you were told to do. Even talking was tricky. If 

you spent too much time talking, you would be seen as not doing 

any work. On the other hand, if you didn’t talk to people, you lost 

the pulse of the lab. If you managed it just right, you could get 

in on important early conversations, and with a well- placed test 

or measurement you could become a player in a new kind of de-

velopment. Soon you could be an expert in a new area, licensed 

to indulge in conjecture about the future of the lab. I had already 

played a part in several monochromator developments, so it was 

acceptable for me to talk about monochromators in general with 

people. I kept my ears open for discussions of this topic, because I 

knew it was an area where I could be involved.

As the summer progressed, a controversy developed over whether 

the lab should consider converting some fi xed- wavelength mono-

chromators that were in use at the two stations dedicated to 

protein crystallography experiments to operate at shorter wave-

lengths, in line with the recent work at the third station. For 

the two fi xed- wavelength stations, it wasn’t simply a matter of 

adjusting the monochromator to a lower wavelength. Signifi -

cant redesign of the experimental equipment and station would 

be required. Discussions about this took place in hallways, over 

lunch, and in offi ces. No offi cial meeting was ever scheduled. No 

offi cial presentation was ever made. But these informal discus-

sions were very considered and went into quite a bit of detail. The 
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arguments revolved around four main points and lined up along 

disciplinary boundaries. The biologists argued for the change and 

the physicists of the x-ray lab resisted. The following points were 

made.

Damage to Sample

Of the x-rays that impinge on a sample during an experiment, 

some are diffracted (into the pattern of interest to the experi-

menters), but some are absorbed by the sample. X-rays that are 

absorbed heat up the sample and degrade its structure. This effect 

is more prevalent at lower beam energies, where more x-rays 

are absorbed by a sample, than at higher beam energies, where 

more x-rays tend to pass through the sample. This problem was 

addressed by freezing the protein crystals in a cryogenic mist dur-

ing data collection. For the biologists, this freezing was a big part 

of the technique. Ideally, data would be collected on one crystal, 

but crystals simply didn’t last long enough in the beam. It was 

diffi cult to keep crystals frozen, and a mistake could easily render 

a crystal useless. Having crystals “die” in the beam was problem-

atic even for well- frozen crystals, and often the lab’s experimen-

tal staff played a large role in making this part of the experiment 

work. The lab even held special workshops to train outside users 

in this technique. The biologists saw in the move to high energies 

a chance to eliminate this whole part of the procedure, or at least 

render it far more forgiving.

The physicists typically did not see the freezing technique up 

close and in action. They were not involved in making this part of 

the experiment work. They knew freezing took a bit of work, but 

it was already routinely being done. Using more than one crys-

tal for an experiment was not considered to be that much of a 

problem, since data analysis techniques were already in place to 
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link data from one sample crystal to another. The physicists saw 

the biologists’ freezing argument more in terms of what it said 

about biologists as experimenters than in terms of what it said 

about the biology experiment. To them, that the biologists didn’t 

want to go through the trouble of freezing crystals was no reason 

to re-design entire experimental stations. That was just biologists 

wanting to eliminate anything that might hint at the diffi cult 

details of real experimenting.

Absorption Correction

When x-rays interacted with a sample, some of the x-rays were 

diffracted into a pattern of spots; others were absorbed by 

the sample. One had to take the effects of this absorption into 

account when considering the intensity of any diffracted spot. 

In other words, the intensity of any particular diffracted spot was 

modifi ed by absorption as the x-rays traveled into and then out 

of the sample. To compensate for this effect, the standard prac-

tice was to take a calibration measurement of the sample. To the 

biologists, the absorption correction was a tedious and uninter-

esting aspect of data collection, requiring an extra measurement 

on each crystal and computer processing time in order to account 

for the differences between different crystals used for the same 

data set. At high energies, they argued, absorption was much 

less and absorption correction would be unnecessary. The physi-

cists did not understand this line of reasoning. To them, practi-

cally every x-ray experiment had this “problem.” Correcting for 

it was a normal part of x-ray work and a very simple matter. That 

the biologists would want to get around this fundamental experi-

mental practice was, to the physicists, a reason to not take them 

seriously as experimenters. The physicists didn’t feel that they 

should change a whole experimental set-up just so the biologists 
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wouldn’t have to do what is normally done in almost every other 

x-ray experiment.

Size of Detector

The detectors used to record the diffraction patterns were silicon-

 based charge- coupled devices (CCDs) Achieving the kind of 

sensitivity and dynamic range necessary for these kinds of experi-

ments was diffi cult, and these detectors were expensive. They cost 

about half a million dollars each, and their size and price went up 

signifi cantly as their sensitive area increased. For the crystallogra-

phers, this was problematic because more precise determinations 

of atomic structure required the recording of more diffraction 

spots—that is, larger diffraction patterns. At the time in ques-

tion, the detectors could not record the full diffraction pattern 

required by most experimenters, and experimenters tended to live 

with the tradeoff of having less resolute answers or taking more 

time to piece together larger diffraction patterns from multiple 

“pictures.” Proponents of the move to higher energies pointed 

out that using higher- energy x-rays in data collection shrunk the 

size of the diffraction pattern produced and therefore more data 

could be collected at any given time by the present detectors. The 

physicists noted that as the diffraction pattern grew smaller and 

the spots closer and closer together, at some point resolving indi-

vidual spots becomes diffi cult. They also pointed to the fact that 

larger detectors were on the horizon. The problem could be fi xed 

with larger detectors and the physicists didn’t see this as a funda-

mental reason for changing the experimental setup.

Heat Load on Monochromator

One of the advantages claimed by the biologists for a move to 

higher energies involved an area of signifi cant research and de-
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velopment in the lab referred to as the heat load problem. The 

heat load problem goes like this: the raw white light from the stor-

age ring has power levels similar to those of an arc welder, mean-

ing that almost any object hit by this beam will melt or otherwise 

be destroyed. Of course, in order to fi lter particular energies out 

of this beam, any monochromator used must intersect the beam. 

Further, in order to monochromate properly, the monochroma-

tor intersecting the beam must not have its atomic structure dis-

turbed. Thus, a piece of crystalline material must intercept a beam 

containing the power of an arc welder and not only must not melt 

but must not even deform. This makes for a diffi cult engineering 

problem, and engineers and scientists has developed different 

and sometimes elaborate cooling schemes to solve it. Proponents 

of the move to higher energies pointed out that two interesting 

things related to heat load would occur if the energy were to be 

raised from 13 to 25 kilo- electron- volts (keV). First, the angle of 

the monochromator with respect to the beam could be shallower, 

thereby spreading out the beam footprint on the monochromat-

ing crystal and alleviating heat load. Second, and more impor-

tant, since half of the power of the incoming beam was contained 

in the realm of energies below 23 keV and the other half contained 

in the realm of frequencies above 23 keV, and because the experi-

ment would now be interested in only 25-keV x-rays, more than 

half of the incoming power could simply be blocked out by an 

absorbing device (such as an x-ray mirror or carbon fi lter) in front 

of the monochromator which would be set to only pass x-rays of 

25 keV and above, thereby greatly reducing the heat load on the 

monochromator. The biologists argued that a move to higher en-

ergies was compelling because the “heat load problem,” which 

was to them so intractable on these beamlines, could essentially 

be bypassed.
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The physicists saw this issue differently. They saw the heat load 

issue as their own problem to work on and solve. Many x-ray phys-

icists from a wide array of institutional settings had worked on 

different aspects of this problem for many years. Every year, work-

shops and even whole sessions at larger conferences were devoted 

to this topic. In the years before this episode, as biologists had 

come to rely heavily on the synchrotron data in their research, 

some tension had built up at the lab over this problem. As intense 

users of the x-ray lab’s stations, when data were compromised due 

to heat load effects on the monochromators, the biologists had 

become more and more vocal in wondering why this problem 

hadn’t been solved. I felt an element of pride and did not want 

to have this be a reason for altering an experimental technique. 

The physicists also pointed out that blocking out the heat load 

“upstream” limited future use of the station, as half of the incom-

ing energies were now unavailable to potential experimenters

Forums for Performance

During the summer there were just a few public occasions where 

this issue was the topic of conversation, where arguments were 

laid out explicitly amid opportunities for questioning. The two 

forums were very different. The fi rst was the x-ray lab’s annual 

“User’s Meeting”; the second was an international conference 

on synchrotron x-ray science. The Users’ Meeting, held at the 

lab, was a forum for staff members from the lab to present the 

latest instrumentation developments at the lab and for scientists 

who had done research at the lab to present what were consid-

ered the most important results. This meeting lasted one day and 

generally had the aura of promoting the lab’s accomplishments 

and direction for the future. The second forum was a several- day-

 long meeting of scientists and engineers from all over the world 
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at which the latest scientifi c and instrumentation breakthroughs 

in the fi eld of synchrotron x-ray science instrumentation were 

presented.

The laboratory’s users meeting occurred fi rst. One section of 

this meeting was devoted to “user feedback.” Typically that sec-

tion was fairly short and was devoted to computer access, accom-

modations, and other support- related topics. This year, however, 

was different. Amidst the usual type of conversation, the visit-

ing scientist on whose paper I was credited as an author raised 

his hand and was called on. “Why,” he said, “don’t we change 

the fi xed energy crystallography monochromators to lower wave-

lengths? This lab is suited to the lower wavelengths, and there is 

a whole world of research to be opened up there, not to mention 

the fact that you bypass the heat load problem.” The room fell 

silent for several seconds as the director of the x-ray lab tried to 

fi gure out what to do with this question in this setting. He was not 

entirely unprepared for such a discussion, as talk of this sort had 

been going on around the lab for several weeks, but he clearly felt 

that the question was inappropriate for this public setting. The 

question came off as antagonistic, which went against the general 

tone of the meeting. In response, the director said that there were 

many factors to consider and essentially postponed discussion of 

that topic until another time.

To me, the visiting scientist reinforced his outsider status by 

bringing up such a challenge in a setting where it usually was not 

discussed. This set an antagonistic tone and showed that he didn’t 

understand that such decisions usually were “hashed out” infor-

mally with the lab staff before they were brought into more public 

settings. And, when they were brought into public settings, it was 

members of the synchrotron staff who did the bringing out, not 

“outsiders.” Also, the tone of the question, a tone not lost on 

the lab director, implied that he had thought more about the 
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technical details involved in this issue than the lab’s director. Per-

haps the visiting scientist felt that he wasn’t getting anywhere 

with the informal approach and purposely took the opportu-

nity to put the lab director on the spot. Whatever the motive or 

the level of awareness, tension was fairly palpable and a fruitful 

exchange did not occur.

A few weeks later, the issue received its most public airing at the 

international conference for the fi eld of synchrotron x-ray exper-

imentation held toward the end of the summer. At this meeting, 

the scientist who was visiting the x-ray lab for the summer was to 

give a presentation about the proposed move to higher energies. 

When the day came, there were at least 100 scientists and engi-

neers in the audience, including the x-ray lab’s director. For a per-

sonal reason, however, the visiting scientist who was to make the 

presentation was unable to attend the conference. A colleague 

(who admitted to the crowd at the outset that he wasn’t that 

familiar with the details of the proposal) had to take over. The 

presenter fumbled through the points as I have outlined them. 

At the end, the x-ray lab’s director was the fi rst one with his hand 

in the air. In a loud voice he told the presenter that he just didn’t 

hear any compelling reasons for redesigning the x-ray lab’s pro-

tein crystallography stations experimental to operate at lower 

wavelengths. The fi ll-in presenter didn’t say much in the way of 

response, and there was a bit of silence. A member of the audi-

ence then spoke up and said that perhaps the proposal should 

be put the other way around, that the x-ray lab’s director should 

explain to the crowd why the experiments should stay at the pres-

ent wavelength. To this the x-ray lab’s director replied that a lot 

of history had gone into the experiment and it wasn’t going to 

be moved for no reason. This pretty much ended the discussion 

and the presentation with a victory for the x-ray lab’s director. 

The presenter, a soft- spoken man, didn’t have a good grasp of the 
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paper and couldn’t really respond to the director’s assertion. 

To a wide array of synchrotron researchers, it was clear that the 

director had not been seriously challenged. Had the scheduled 

presenter been there, I believe the tone would have been more 

confrontational and it would have been more apparent that a 

continuing argument was going on. The buzz in the room might 

have been different, and, as members went back to their respec-

tive labs to report, the issue might have gained some life. As it was, 

the presentation was a dud.

At the banquet for this conference, I shared a dinner table 

with the scheduled presenter who, while he had missed his pre-

sentation, had since arrived. Well, I thought, here was my oppor-

tunity! I could conduct an interview right here over dinner while 

the topic was hot and on everybody’s mind. As the prime rib was 

being served, I told him in a somewhat offhand tone that I was 

pursuing a graduate program in the sociology of science as I 

worked at the x-ray lab, and that while I was working with him 

at the station, for example, I was also interested in the dynam-

ics of laboratory work and in particular this controversy about 

the move to higher energies. I didn’t know what to expect. How 

would he react? Perhaps he wouldn’t want to talk to me. Maybe 

he would see my “ulterior motive” as reason for eliminating me 

from conversations about the project. Maybe he would just think 

it weird. I could see that he was paying attention as I spoke, a good 

sign. The sounds in the rest of the room became white noise as I 

explained my project to him.

To my surprise, he was not put off. In his country, sociology 

of science was a more prominent fi eld than it was in the United 

States. He asked me if I knew a certain people, and I did; he then 

proceeded to profess his opinion on what was good about the 

fi eld and what was bad. I listened politely. Then his tone changed 

as he began to explain to me what was going on in this particular 
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controversy. Having spoken to the colleague who had given his 

presentation, he agreed that it had been quite disastrous. He 

also told me that he knew he had been “too blunt” at the Users’ 

Meeting. He then explained to me that the problem was that 

the lab’s director didn’t understand how the network of exper-

imentation and publication worked in his fi eld. In his fi eld, he 

explained, there was a time crunch that didn’t exist in the x-ray 

laboratory director’s own fi eld. For the protein crystallogra-

phers working in this hot fi eld, days mattered. He then started 

telling me about a molecule that a close colleague was working 

on. “What [the x-ray lab’s director] doesn’t understand,” he told 

me, “is that if we can save time by not doing the absorption cor-

rection then we can scoop [a rival group].” He explained to me 

that in his fast- moving fi eld, in which the stakes were becoming 

larger and larger, some groups weren’t doing the absorption cor-

rection, even at longer wavelengths, and this has led to a contro-

versy. “Now the purists aren’t letting them publish,” he told me, 

“so we can avoid the whole debate (and save time and get pub-

lished)” by moving to shorter wavelengths. To the biologist, the 

physicist’s stance was seen as coming from a fi eld with less public 

interest and therefore less pressure. Physicists didn’t understand 

that the biologists wanted to avoid the absorption measurement 

not because of a lack of ability, but rather because days mattered 

in the cycle of experimentation and publication in their fi eld. 

They could do the absorption correction if they wanted to, but 

the time saved by working around it was crucial, and working at 

shorter wavelengths would allow them to bypass the absorption 

correction and get past journal reviewers without resistance on 

this point. To drive this point home, the biologist leaned over to 

me and said to me “OK, I’ll tell [the x-ray lab’s director] ‘give us 

the beam time and we’ll all measure the absorption corrections’ 
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[and] he’ll say ‘there must be a better way to do this.’ ” The biolo-

gist told me that the main thing was that the x-ray lab’s direc-

tor was “is in a position of power” and therefore could write him 

off if he wanted. As I was listening intently and eating my choco-

late mousse, a thump, thump, thumping rang out across the vast 

room as a distinguished- looking man in a neatly tailored blue suit 

and a pink tie tapped the head of a microphone. My table con-

versation was over. As all the heads turned toward the podium, 

I smiled at the visiting scientist thankfully. He nodded to me in 

response. After the speech, the tables broke up and I headed back 

to my hotel room to pour out the evening’s conversation into my 

notebook (Field Notes, Book 4, 7/10/96).

After the conference, all went back to their respective labs, 

including the visiting scientist. At my lab, talk of the issue of rede-

signing the protein crystallography stations had died down con-

siderably. When the issue was brought up in a staff meeting, it 

was quickly dismissed by the director, who succinctly stated that 

when he had found out that the main impetus was about avoid-

ing an absorption correction he had written the whole thing off. 

Over the next year a number of protein crystallography experi-

ments that mapped different aspects of different proteins were 

conducted at the tunable x-ray station at short wavelengths that 

bypassed the absorption correction, though at this time the fi xed-

 wavelength stations remained fi xed at their previously designed 

wavelengths.





Protein crystallography is a fi eld that claims to have the potential 

to revolutionize medical research. As the foundation of a tech-

nique referred to as “structure- based drug design” (meaning the 

designing of drugs based on measurements of the atomic struc-

ture of viruses and proteins), protein crystallography purports 

to give drug research a direct physical underpinning and thus to 

advance the fi eld beyond trial- and- error techniques that do not 

analyze problems at the molecular level. In the late 1970s, when 

protein crystallography was fi rst pursued at synchrotrons, the 

collection of x-ray data onto photographic fi lm could take weeks 

and the digitization of the data from the fi lm and the subsequent 

processing and analysis resulting in a map of the structure could 

take years. In the course of two decades, as more powerful syn-

chrotron sources became available, new kinds of digital CCD 

(charge- coupled device) x-ray detectors were employed, and the 

time needed to solve a structure decreased steadily as supercom-

puters increased the power of data analysis exponentially. In the 

mid 1980s, collecting and processing data to solve a structure 

took years. By the mid 1990s, synchrotron data could be collected 

and a structure could be solved in a matter of months, and 

that time was getting shorter and shorter. The fi eld considered 

6 Epistemic Politics and Scientifi c Change: The 

Rise of the Crystallographers
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innovations that shortened the time needed to solve a struc-

ture signifi cant, and there were often races to solve different 

structures.

As more and more structures were solved faster and faster, pro-

tein crystallography gained a signifi cant measure of scientifi c and 

public acclaim and became a prominent aspect of research at the 

Cornell x-ray lab. The lab touted protein crystallography’s poten-

tial when promoting itself to the public, and it cited the crystal-

lographers’ scientifi c successes in reports and proposals to the 

x-ray lab scientifi c board, to the university, and to funding agen-

cies. In the 1990s, protein crystallography began to far outpace 

A processed visualization of a protein molecule. This image was built up 
from data collected at the x-ray lab. (Cornell 2000)
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the other kinds of work at the lab, and work done at the Cornell 

lab became prominent in the protein crystallography fi eld as a 

whole. By 1999, more than half of the beam time allotted at the 

laboratory was for protein crystallography work and more than 

one- fi fth of the “important” structures solved in the fi eld were 

solved with data collected at the Cornell lab (Gruner 2003). In 

the years 1997– 1999, crystallography work at the Cornell lab 

resulted in solved structures that were featured in 23 separate 

articles in Science and Nature. Very often, distinguished visitors 

to the university (including trustees) were brought into a spe-

cial “theater” in which “bio-x” researchers could show off three-

 dimensional projections of molecules that had been solved. With 

its connections to the synchrotron and to the latest computing 

technologies, protein crystallography was readily placed at the 

A three- dimensional ribbon diagram of an ion channel as described by 
Rod MacKinnon’s group. This image was built up from data collected at 
the x-ray lab. ( Journal of Synchrotron Radiation 11 (2004): 125– 126)
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heart of the biotech and information- technology revolutions. 

During this period, a new director for the x-ray lab was hired. 

Known for his work in developing the CCD detectors used in 

protein crystallography experiments, he had many connections to 

this rising fi eld. The retiring director, whose work was in the general 

physics of x-ray matter interactions, had pushed the initial pro-

posal for the Cornell x-ray laboratory in the 1970s and had played 

a major role in the build up of the lab from its beginning. After 

his arrival, the newly hired director wrote an article for a Cornell 

University newsletter in which he asserted: “The largest user com-

munity at CHESS [the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source] 

are the scientists who determine the atomic structure of proteins 

and viruses by x-ray crystallography. The biological revolution 

that is sweeping the world is based upon two technological devel-

opments: genetic engineering and protein crystallography. CHESS 

was centrally involved in the development of the cryo- freezing and 

x-ray detector methods that most protein crystallographers now 

use to determine molecular structures.” (Gruner 1998: 3)

Cornell erected a new biotech building, and when President 

Hunter R. Rawlings III announced to the trustees that the univer-

sity had received a grant of $25 million to support biotechnol-

ogy research he received a standing ovation in the boardroom 

(Campi 2002). Around this time, time, the balance of funding 

at the x-ray lab also changed. In 1999, the lab’s operating funds 

were supplemented by an “instrumentation grant” from the Na-

tional Science Foundation for improvements to the experimental 

equipment associated with protein crystallography, including the 

monochromators used in the experiments. The amount of this 

instrumentation grant rivaled the entire operating budget of the 

x-ray lab for that year. 
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Meanwhile, the era of experimentation seemed to be com-

ing to an end for the particle physicists at Cornell. In general, 

accelerator building in the United States had been stopped. The 

Superconducting Supercollider had been cancelled. Its smaller 

replacement, the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider at Brookhaven, 

had been operational for a few years; its replacement, still smaller 

than the SSC, the Large Hadron Collider, was slated to come on 

line in 2008 but was based in Switzerland at CERN and was not 

a U.S.-led project. One of the last new facilities to be built in the 

United States, the B-Factory, had gone to Stanford instead of Cor-

nell. In view of the Cornell machine’s niche in B physics, not to be 

given the last B physics project was a death knell for experimen-

tal particle physics experiments at Cornell. With the loss of the 

B-factory, the latest round of funding for both the particle phys-

ics detector and the storage ring operation at Cornell was seen to 

have been contingent upon the rise in production and acclaim of 

the x-ray facility, which in turn was driven by the fi eld of protein 

crystallography. At this time, it was generally seen as only a mat-

ter of time until the storage ring at Cornell would be dedicated 

solely to x-ray science.

Toward the end of my time working at the x-ray lab, I noticed 

many changes in how the biologists were portrayed and treated. 

I noticed, for example, that the lexicon of the lab had changed. 

There was much more of an acknowledged distinction between 

the x-ray facility and the protein crystallography group, and 

an assertion, bolstered by the now- known separate funding for 

experimental equipment, that the protein crystallography group 

was becoming a separate entity. The line between working for 

the x-ray group and the protein crystallography group was made 

more explicitly clear in interactions on the laboratory fl oor. The 
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experimental stations where protein crystallography was done 

were commonly referred to as the “bio-x” stations. I also noticed 

that the experimenters and staff members associated with those 

stations were becoming more confi dent and more assertive. They 

expected detailed explanations regarding the equipment and the 

running of the machine, and they reacted with disdain if there 

was serious trouble. We operators were there to support them, 

and any accomplishments would be theirs. There were even jokes 

about the biologists taking over the lab. 

This shift can be seen in announcements of the awarding of 

a prestigious prize in medical research for work done at the lab 

at this time. In 1999, Roderick MacKinnon, M.D., a professor at 

Rockefeller University and an investigator at the Howard Hughes 

Medical Institute, was awarded the Albert Lasker Basic Medical 

Award for his group’s work on the role of ion channels in cellu-

lar interactions, some of which was done at the Cornell x-ray 

lab. It was known by laboratory members that about half of the 

recipients of the Lasker Award go on to receive the Nobel Prize, 

and MacKinnon’s accomplishment was seen as the pinnacle of 

the important work that had been done in protein crystallogra-

phy at the Cornell lab in the course of 20 years. The citation for 

the Lasker Award states that it was given to MacKinnon for “elu-

cidating the functional and structural architecture of ion chan-

nel proteins, which govern the electrical potential of membranes 

throughout nature, thereby generating nerve impulses, and con-

trolling muscle contraction, cardiac rhythm, and hormone secre-

tion.” In an editorial, the journal Nature said of MacKinnon: “He 

produced the fi rst molecular description of an ion- selective chan-

nel. His 1998 paper in Science . . . on the crystal structure of potas-

sium channels was a crucial step forward for this fi eld and sparked 

much new research.” (Nature 401, September 30, 1999: 414) Science 
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cited the work on the structure of the ion channel as “one of the 

breakthroughs of 1998” and “the fi rst physical characterization of 

the membrane protein responsible for the selective movement of 

[potassium ions] into and out of cells” (Science 282, December 18, 

1998: 2158), editor in chief Floyd Bloom commenting: “After 

decades of wondering, electrophysiologists can now understand 

such riddles as how the potassium channel manages to keep out 

wrong ions, such as sodium, while shuttling an amazing 100 mil-

lion potassium ions per second across the membrane. The struc-

ture reveals that the ions must pass through a narrow fi lter, where 

potassium ions fi t snugly and briefl y bind to the protein. The 

slightly smaller sodium ions cannot form this bond, making the 

fi lter an energetically unattractive place for them. . . . Membrane 

proteins are notoriously diffi cult to crystallize, but this year’s tri-

umph may prompt work on the thousands of other such proteins 

still waiting.” At this time a last remnant of the old laboratory lex-

icon could be seen in the elevator that led to the main entrance of 

the lab: a plain typed note, taped up by the x-ray group’s associate 

director, omitting the ‘a’ from MacKinnon’s name and saying that 

he had won the award for work done at “x-ray” station F1. (Public 

announcements said “bio x-ray” station F1.) Four years later, the 

ultimate prize in science, the Nobel, was awarded to MacKinnon 

and two colleagues for this work. 

I remember working with the students in Professor MacKin-

non’s group and with Professor MacKinnon during their different 

times at the lab. His group began to do work there during my 

last years there. It was interesting to me that some post- award 

accounts of the work give an “operator’s- eye view” of MacKin-

non’s experimental work. I agree with the descriptions of him at 

the lab in these accounts. In 2004, the Journal of Synchrotron Radi-

ation validated MacKinnon’s presence and his practice at the lab 

as follows:
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MacKinnon’s SR (synchrotron radiation) experiments started from the 
use of CHESS in 1997. Needing powerful X-ray beams, when MacKinnon 
starting to knock on doors of synchrotron light sources, CHESS Director 
Sol Gruner offered him a rare allotment of Director’s discretionary time 
to get the fi rst X-ray measurements off the ground. Gruner, commenting 
on the happy occasion of MacKinnon’s Nobel Prize said: “Little did Mac-
Kinnon know that his fi rst X-ray experiments in 1997 at the Cornell High 
Energy Synchrotron Source would lead to 30 more visits over the course 
of six years for a sum total of 1500 hours of X-ray beam time.” The Mac-
CHESS director, Dr Quan Hao, expressing his delight on recognition of 
MacKinnon’s work said: “MacKinnon’s style is well matched to the culture 
at CHESS where he participates in taking most of the X-ray data, working 
together with his students and postdocs. It is routine for a CHESS opera-
tor to fi nd MacKinnon at the station collecting data through the night.” 
(Journal of Synchrotron Radiation 11, 2004: 125) [Here “CHESS” or “Mac-
CHESS” was used to describe the entire lab. —P.D.]

I too found him “well matched to the culture” at the lab. He was 

serious but not anxious. He was polite. He desired to be knowl-

edgeable about the equipment at the lab without being too pre-

sumptively pushy. He was understanding of problems that we 

might have. He was easy to work with, and easy to work for.

Change in Practice

During the later part of my study, the biologists performed their 

new station at the lab in different ways. In the x-ray lab’s weekly 

operations meeting, I now found myself on the other end of the 

kinds of assertions that we at the x-ray lab had been making in 

the machine group’s operations meeting for the past few years. 

Each week, just after the opening report on the previous week’s 

machine running by the x-ray lab’s operations manager, the asso-

ciate director of the bio-x lab would report on the successes and 

obstacles of the previous week’s work on protein crystallography. 
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It used to be that I would report on the operations of the stations 

where protein crystallography work was conducted and he would 

report on data- collection aspects of the procedure, including 

crystal freezing, detector operation, and the experimental com-

petence of the particular groups. Reports from the crystallogra-

phy groups themselves were not trusted, and any statement from 

them with regard to station operation was not taken at face value 

but seen as requiring investigation. The saying was “You can’t 

trust a crystallographer” (Field Notes, Book 2, 2/10/97). Now, 

however, the bio-x lab’s associate director reported not only on 

the “experimental” aspects of the run but also on station oper-

ations, and reports from the crystallography groups were pre-

sented and were taken as carrying technical weight. I listened as 

problems with the station were reported. Though the reports were 

considered open to some questioning, the bio-x lab’s associate 

director was considered technically competent to answer them. 

Just as the machine group now accepted the x-ray lab’s reports of 

the position of the beam in the machine based on the x-ray lab’s 

detectors, the x-ray lab now accepted reports of the x-ray lab’s 

station operations by the bio-x group and the bio-x experiment-

ers. I remember thinking that the tables had turned. We were not 

even really working together to solve problems; instead, the bio-x 

group was putting its expectations on the table, and it was up to 

us to meet them. At one particular meeting, the bio-x lab’s asso-

ciate director explained his reaction upon arriving at a station 

where his group was scheduled and fi nding that it was not operat-

ing properly. At the meeting, he slid a diagnostic scan that he had 

recorded onto the table and said: “When we saw that the crystal 

scan looked like this . . . why would we waste our time? We simply 

went home.” (X- ray Lab F2 Logbook, 4/97) It was unheard of for a 

group to leave the lab during x-ray beam time that was scheduled 
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for them and not return, and this was a strong assertion by the 

bio-x lab’s director as to the expectations of the bio-x group and 

the consequences that would result from not meeting them. That 

the bio-x lab’s associate director was not seen as “out of bounds” 

in this situation marks a shift in the dynamics of accountability 

at the lab.

Toward the very end of this period, I began working with a team 

of x-ray physicists at the lab to design a new monochromator for 

my experimental station, using money from the new bio-x instru-

mentation grant. As we were nearing the fi nal stages of the design, 

and getting ready to order components from suppliers, the ques-

tion of what wavelength range the monochromator should cover 

arose. One of the physicists asked me to email the associate bio-x 

director and ask him for the numbers. I did so. The associate bio-x 

director emailed me a one- sentence reply specifying the range, 

and we incorporated it in the design. I remember thinking how 

simple that was, and how uneventful. There was no argument by 

the physicists about who or what was really “right.” The bio-x 

director was the authority on the matter. I remember thinking 

about how different things were now in comparison with the 

summer of controversy a few years before, when there was con-

sternation, contestation, and argument. The routineness of this 

decision, once a site of agonizing, was held in place by the new 

epistemic- political relations at the lab between the biologists and 

the physicists, bulwarked by the rise of the crystallographers.

Rise of the Crystallographers

In the early stage of this study, the accepted division was that the 

physicists—“synchrotron jocks,” as they referred to themselves—

would provide monochromatic beam into the experimental sta-
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tion (meaning that the monochromator was their realm), and 

the protein crystallographers—biologists by training—would be 

in charge of preparing and maintaining their samples and would 

control the detection system used to record the diffraction pat-

tern. At that time, the physicists saw the biologists essentially 

the same way they saw the operators, as users of information and 

equipment, and the same way the particle physicists saw the x-ray 

physicists. The biologists, like the operators and the x-ray physi-

cists, did not share this view of themselves. The biologists came to 

characterize the physicists as an out- of-touch and old- fashioned 

group that did not understand the nature of their fi eld with 

regard to experimentation and publication. Like the operators, 

and like the x-ray physicists in the machine group’s meetings, 

the biologists appealed to a space to which the physicists had less 

direct access. Whereas the operators appealed to experience with 

the equipment, and the x-ray physicists appealed to their realm 

of experiments and their own position monitors, the biologists 

appealed to their own fast- paced world of experimentation and 

publication. In their network of experimenting and publishing, 

time was the most critical factor. If the absorption correction 

could be disregarded and they didn’t have to mess with freezing 

and changing sample crystals during their experiments, then data 

processing could go faster, hurdles to publication could be over-

come, and results, implying potential drugs, could be published 

sooner. Over the time period of my study, technical arguments 

were pushed by the biologists that were also claims for more con-

trol over the design and operation of a laboratory instruments 

that had traditionally been the domain of the x-ray physicists. 

The biologists made their challenges in the quasi- public settings 

of the lab’s users’ meeting and the international synchrotron 

instrumentation meeting in addition to the x-ray lab operations 
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meeting and on the experimental fl oor. In all these different 

forums, amid shifts in the stream of funding to the lab and in the 

public awareness and scientifi c prestige that accrued to the pro-

tein crystallographers, their challenges became more accepted, 

less challenged as “un- technical” relative to the physicists’ con-

ceptions of proper experimentation. As time went on, they were 

granted epistemic space as spokespeople for “what had hap-

pened” with laboratory equipment and instrumentation, “what 

should be done” with regard to its operation and development, 

and how proper experimentation should be conducted.

With this epistemic re- ordering, after which the currents of 

accountability now fl owed toward the biologists, a new empha-

sis on accounting and bureaucracy (implicated in all the episodes 

described in this book) arose as the laboratory developed away 

from the informal looseness of the early years. The new kinds of 

reporting and justifi cations for actions now prevalent at the lab 

were such that the operation of the machine was altered via the 

proxy assertions of the x-ray physicists to better accommodate 

the biologists experimental practice, reports about the opera-

tion of experimental equipment were judged by the touchstone 

of the biologists’ experimental techniques, and experimental 

methods were validated on the basis of time limits and the pub-

lishing dynamics of the protein crystallography fi eld. This realign-

ment of the laboratory toward biology was realized through 

specifi c negotiations of epistemic politics in the various forums 

available to laboratory members. Indeed, “the laboratory” can 

be thought of as a negotiated collection of forums with different 

linkages of access and voice that make possible new expressions of 

authority and control in scientifi c practice such that traditional 

categories of “inside the laboratory” and “outside the labora-
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tory” break down. Change occurred through new negotiations of 

epistemic politics throughout these recursively related forums.

Over the seven years of my study, the general realignment 

toward biology in science, and toward protein crystallography 

in synchrotron science, found expression at this laboratory as 

the dynamics of epistemic politics there changed and endured 

such that important scientifi c resources came to be controlled 

and defi ned by the protein crystallographers, thus, in turn, bol-

stering the ascendance of their fi eld. Summarizing this overall 

shift of the lab toward biology, the x-ray lab’s original director, 

upon returning from a meeting with National Science Founda-

tion representatives in Washington, assessed the future of the lab 

in a matter- of-fact way: “Physics [had] prospered in the service 

of, shall we say, workfare with the military thing. But the mili-

tary budget pales in comparison to medicine.” (Field Notes, Book 

2, 1/27/97) The biologists at the lab were accounted to in ways 

that changed and endured through new assertions of epistemic 

politics in the recursively related forums of authority and con-

trol that constituted the Cornell Synchrotron laboratory over the 

years 1993– 2000.

Contingency Revisited

How is this enduring change in scientifi c practice implicated in 

the status of the facts that emerged “from,” and were used “in,” 

the lab? In this book, I have worked to build upon the pioneer-

ing constructivist laboratory studies to give a compelling account 

of how the criteria for judging scientifi c facts might change and 

endure in practice while following Mike Lynch’s admonition to 

not be preoccupied with relying on ‘antecedent variables’ that 
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impinge on the action of practice from the outside. It is in this 

sense that I invite the connotation from the title of the book of 

Czechoslovakia’s well- known Velvet Revolution. I am not assert-

ing any kind of direct analogy to that historical event; rather, I 

am invoking the general idea that, in my account, change was 

not “top down” and work was required on the part of the people 

and groups involved to assert an maintain newly accepted ways 

of knowing that belied the seeming effortlessness of the regime 

change. In this account, part of this change involved the very cri-

teria involved in establishing scientifi c facts. This is an advance 

on the lab studies analyses that have come before in that this 

account provides a fl eshed- out means of understanding how 

such a change can be made to gain traction and endure in prac-

tice. But the question still remains: Does the fact that such change 

occurred mean that scientifi c facts have been shown to be con-

tingent on practice? In considering the actions described in this 

book, this question must be face head on yet again.

We have seen that status of the absorption correction as a nec-

essary criterion of a fact claim with regard to the structure of a 

protein underwent a change. A new model of proper experimen-

tation in which bypassing the absorption correction in the exper-

imental collection of x-ray crystallography data was not seen as a 

reason to discount an experimental claim about the structure of a 

macromolecule was put in place and made to endure through the 

rise of the fi eld of protein crystallography. If the changing treat-

ment of the absorption correction in experimental and publish-

ing practice were to be implicated in the epistemic status of fact 

claims arising from that practice, then it could be said that con-

tingency had been traced from the ground up, from contingent 

practice into enduring scientifi c fact. Here is where my conclusion 
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departs from the pioneering lab studies. Even though the absorp-

tion measurements (previously required) were shifted out of the 

criteria for fact judging with regard to claims about the structure 

of the proteins through an epistemic- political regime change, 

that in itself does not defi ne the facts that arose from that new 

regime of practice as contingent effects. The absorption of x-rays 

into the kinds of materials and crystals used for protein crystallog-

raphy experiments could be measured, if the time and resources 

were allotted to doing so. The accepted judgment that it need not 

be done because the relation between x-ray energy and absorp-

tion into the types of materials used was understood enough to 

consider it negligible does not defi ne those facts that did not rely 

on the measurement to be contingent effects of practice. While 

such facts may indeed be impugnable, they would be so on other 

grounds than the fact of such a judgment being used—namely, 

that the judgment might turn out to be wrong.

The same can seen to be true for the other knowledge claims 

described in this book. In the fi rst chapter, the scientist who 

relied on my “bodily sensing ability” to gauge whether a sili-

con crystal was clamped properly took that crystal, after adjust-

ment, to the x-ray beamline, where the proof was in the pudding 

in that when the x-ray beam diffracting off of the crystal looked 

and registered in intensity, angle spread, and wavelength spread 

the same as previous beams off of previous “undisturbed” crys-

tals, the adjustment could be compellingly said to have worked. 

With the vacuum pumps and the question of whether any opera-

tors had “done the laying on of the hands thing,” again, measure-

ments of current, voltage, and pressure in the chamber, among 

other measurements, could be used to distinguish the particular 

pump under question from other working pumps, or not. With 
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the ion trapping in the second chapter, whether and how the 

synchrotron was put into particular confi gurations such that ion 

trapping would occur was up for debate, but that it occurred—

that ions used by the pumps to draw out particles from the stor-

age ring and thereby create a vacuum were interacting with the 

electrons and positrons in the ring in such a way as to disrupt 

the trajectory of the electrons and positrons in the ring—could 

be cross- checked through various position monitors, tempera-

ture gauges, x-ray output monitors, and pressure gauges in the 

same sense. My analysis in this book and those of the pioneering 

lab studies do not impugn scientifi c facts as contingent effects in 

principle.

Here is the crucial way that laboratory studies can contrib-

ute to considerations of technical expertise. We have seen that 

control of epistemic territory can be negotiated in the course of 

asserting technical knowledge claims. Indeed, we have seen that 

a registration between different modes of authority and control 

and different understandings of the epistemic basis for techni-

cal claims was necessary for claims to be accepted as justifi cations 

for action. We have seen that the “outside” and the “inside” of 

the lab are not stable, given categories; practice pervades them, 

as any reconstruction of where scientifi c “work” is done is a post 

hoc production.

The laboratory members offer us lessons, then. As we follow 

them, we can see how epistemic politics can re- defi ne the crite-

ria for reality claims, and how that re- defi nition can endure. Any-

one seeking to rely on or to analyze technical knowledge must 

be attuned to such dynamics. But this is not to say that poten-

tial coercions of reality cannot be checked. Practically, it’s a mat-

ter of resources, voice, and access to do such checking. Indeed, 

an understanding of how epistemic politics can wrongly coerce 
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reality, such that resources should be put to the task of “un- 

coercing” it, is part and parcel of the job of a science studies ana-

lyst! This book has described episodes where such resources and 

access were renegotiated and put to use in new, enduring ways 

with regard to technical and scientifi c assertions amid chang-

ing relations of authority and control at a present- day hybrid 

biology- physics laboratory. The terms of reportage of the techni-

cal did change, and these changes were implicated in the rise of 

protein crystallography as the most important fi eld in synchro-

tron science amid the rise of biology in science in general. But 

while the assertions of knowledge- making ability put to use in 

practice at the lab were expedient coercions of accepted reality 

that endured, this coercion itself was not implicated, in the end, 

in the ultimate status of fact claims that were produced “in” and 

emanated “from” the lab. There were fundamental changes in the 

epistemic- political fabric of scientifi c practice, but that change 

was not implicated in the epistemic status of the products of that 

practice. The revolution was velvet.

The lab had changed. My life was changing. I could feel myself disen-

gaging from the fray. In the months leading up to my departure from 

the lab, I wondered who I really was and what I was really doing. Only 

at the end, when I was most familiar with the scene, did I feel like an 

interloper. I remember the day I left the lab. The high- pressure equip-

ment that was waiting to replace me and my desk in the prime real 

estate of my offi ce right off of the experimental fl oor loitered outside 

my door as if embarrassed in front of the voluptuous surveillance of 

the Georgia O’Keefe print gazing out over the hallway. Everything was 

strange again. People with faces I didn’t recognize walked the halls. 

Unfamiliar characters were focused on jobs, sounds, and problems that 

I didn’t understand. I felt like a spirit among them. I shook hands. I 
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smiled. I tried to explain about graduate school, philosophy, and his-

tory. I received accommodating smiles in return. Old arguments dis-

sipated. Tensions faded. I walked around the experimental fl oor as if 

to say goodbye to my old equipment. I looked up at the ceiling, and my 

eyes drifted over to the enormous gouge in the wall marked by the sign 

reading “Top quark went through here.” I looked at the giant girders jut-

ting out of the ceiling crane aimed right at the gouge and smiled—it 

was a funny joke. 

 As I stepped into the elevator to leave, I could see the blinking lights 

of the control room and hear the gentle chiming of the synchrotron bell 

as the doors glided shut and, with a gentle jerk, the car began to rise.
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